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The Daily Thursday October 8, 1987 
t ews . . .  wil l  be sunny and warmer with the high fn the upper 50s . Thursday night wil l  be fair and warmer with the low in the lower 40s. 
y President Deb Camren ad­
d of about 200 on the library 
sday at Ral ly Day. The rally 
consisted of talk against the budget cuts aRd 
proposed tuition hike . 
ly warms up protestors 
"que display of 
, nearly 200 
faculty members, 
employees, and 
onlookers braved 
fifty degree tem­
t.o show their 
Rally Day late 
afternoon in the 
Vogel were among ten 
different speakers who 
briefed the crowd on the 
current status of higher 
education and urged people 
to travel to Springfield on 
Oct 21. for "A Day of Ac­
tion", which is a statewide 
lobbying effort to pressure 
state legislators into alloting 
more funds for higher 
education. 
happy with the A l m o s t  7 5 p e o p l e  
we have today v o l u n t e e r e d  f o r  t h e  
how cold it is," Springfield trip at the rally 
t Body Deb alone. Camren had said 
• she glanced over earlier that she would at like 
to see at least 100 people at 
all the people here · . the capital building on Oct. 
going to support 21. 
got a start and "I've seen a lot of students 
got to s t a r t  - who are wearing buttons that 
,"she said. say 'We're back!'. But to them 
en, Bo a r d  o f  I say welcome back! Welcome 
Representative backl Because a lot happened 
Riordan, and while you were gone during 
Professionals of the summer," Vogel said, 
President Mitch explaining that student 
tuition in state schools has 
increased 190 percent since 
1976. 
"You're paying 190 percent 
more for your product and 
you're getting less," Vogel 
said to the students, noting 
how lack of funding has 
crippled university faculties 
with wage freezes, and staff 
shortages, all creating a 
snowball effect . for the 
students by increasing class 
sizes and maligning the 
teacher-student relationship, 
one that Eastern thrives on. 
Riordan not only urged the 
crowd to support "A Day of 
Action" on Oct 21., but also 
urged spectators to attend 
the Board of Governors 
meeting later this month to 
protest a proposed $50-$75 
tuition increase for the 
spring semester. The BOG, 
Eastern's governing body, 
will meet at 8:30 a.m., Oct. 
22, in the Grand Ballroom. 
Bork,nomi n ation 
d·ead teachers 
By BILL DENNIS 
Administration editor 
Eastern political science 
instructors don't give Supreme 
Court nominee Robert Bork 
much chance of surviving a full 
Senate vote. 
His chances are so bad, "I 
would be surprised if he didn't 
take his name out of con­
s i d e r a t i o n ," s a i d  D i c k  
Goodrick, political science 
department chair. ''I don't 
think, from an ego standpoint, 
a person likes to see himself 
defeated in public." 
In fact,  Even though 
President Reagan has pledged 
to stand behind Bork, 
statements by administration 
officials in the media have ''left 
the door open for Bork to 
remove himself," Goodrick 
added. 
But if Bork does drop out, it 
won't neccessary be to spare 
Reagan the embarrassment of 
having his nominee turned 
down by the senate. 
"The only face that would be 
saved is Bork's," Goodrick said. 
T h e r e ' s  a l w a ys t h e  
possibility, however, that Bork 
may decide not to drop out to 
force the handflll of un­
committed senators, such as 
Alan Dixon, D-Illinois, to make 
a public stand. 
As long as he is neutral, 
Dixon and other uncommitted 
senators can avoid criticism 
from both the supporters and 
detractors of Bork. But 
neutrality changes is a vote is 
taken. 
''If he has to stand up and be 
counted, he - will have to 
alienate someone," Goodrick 
said. 
Pre-law adviser Peter Leigh 
concedes that he was surprised 
by the Tuesday's 9-5 decision of 
the Judiciary Committee to 
recommend Bork be turned 
down rather than simply make 
no recommendation. 
The committee's decision was 
"the worst possible scenario," 
for Bork and practically 
guarantees he will be voted 
down, Leigh said. 
While many Bork supporters 
questioned the motives of 
senators in fighting his 
nomination, political science 
instructors said the senate was 
withing it's constitutional 
rights. 
"The senate of the United 
States is an equal partner in 
the process to nominate and 
affirm a Supreme Court 
justice;" said political science 
instructor Andrew McNitt. 
Such rejections are nothing 
new, McNitt said. About 1/4 of 
all nominees to the court have 
been rejected for a "wide 
variety of reasons,'' McNitt 
said, on issues ranging from 
ideology to qualifications to 
conflicts of interest. 
. Goodrick said it is entirely 
proper for the senate to con­
sider Bork's stands on key 
issues. 
"I would think in this day 
and age, when the Supreme 
Court plays such a major role 
in determining public policy, it 
is important to consider the 
record of an invididual on the 
issues," Goodrick said. 
"I thought (J udiciarry 
Committee Chairman Joe) 
Biden acquitted himself w�1l, 
despite recent prob�cms 
resulting from d_isd;)sures of 
p l agi a r i sJ,P a n d  
misre11rf\sentations of his law 
srl-.00f�record, Goodrick said. 
"There was some discussion 
of u,nf.airness from the pro­
Bork forces," Goodrick said. 
"But there weren't charges of a 
stacked committee." However 
Sen. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass., 
was criticized some for coming 
down hard personally on Bork, 
he said. 
The senate is acting within 
its constututional rights, Leigh 
also said. 
"The constitution doesn't say 
much. The senate may either 
accept or deny a candidate and 
they're doing exactly that," 
Leigh-said. 
Leigh said he would not take 
a stand on his personal feelings 
about Bork, but did say that 
there are some issues, in­
cluding abortion, on which the 
judge would have an effect. 
''I think the court seems to be 
backing away from Roe v. 
Wade (the decision that af­
firmed the right of women to 
have abortions)," Leigh said. 
Other issues on which he might 
prove to have an effect include 
affirmative action and the 
rights of women and the 
elderly. He might also ptove 
important in any surpreme 
court case involving a decision 
on whether AIDS qualifies as a 
handicap. 
His views on couple's right to 
(See BORK, page 8.) 
ecomi n g  activ iti es to take n ew approach 
VELASCO · wi!l be the overall winner. "I personally went out and gave decided on a percentage scale for 
. . . Presentation of the awards will be residence halls applications for this participation. . � spmt � be tallied up made during halftime of the Oct. 17 position, but no one applied," The residence halls will check the 
this Y,ear m an effort to Homecoming football game. Homecoming Chair Lisa Mariani said, names of greek members that live in 
portion of Eastern. To. help the residence halls prepare adding, "Liasons have helped out a 100 the halls so they don't count twice find 
there will be two divisions, for the week's activities, the percent. a total and take 30 percent of the 
campus, and each will Homecoming Committee has added two "This is the first year halls have number to equal one individual 
'thin its own division for organization liasons. participated more. We went to the halls organization. 
Although the liasons, junior Tegan the first week in September informing Locey said spirit points will be 
will be awarded to the Ward and sophomore J.R. Locey, are them about Homecoming," Mariani awarded for participation at the. 
each dixision and the greeks, the positions were created to said. bonfire, pep rally, coronation and . 
, �th the most spirit points .encourage residence h�_Participa�ion. Also, Locey said residence halls (See HOMECOMING, page 8) 
· 
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1 Sharks attack passengers of boat· State/Natlon/Worl·d 1 
Associated Press 
---------- carrying refugees to Puerto Rico 
Power company issues refunds 
S A N T O D O M I N G O ,  about 4 a.m. Tuesday that was to CHICAGO-The Illinois Commerce Commission today D 0 min i c a n  R e p  u b 1 i c smuggle them to Puerto Rico, the ordered Commonwealth Edison Co. to refund customers (AP)-Doomed refugees from a more prosperous. U.S. com­about $70 million in overcharges stemming from the use of sinking boat thrashed wildly in monwealth 100 miles across the its LaSalle I nuclear plant, a spokesman said. the bloody water to fend off more . shark-infested Mona Channel, at The refund stems from the power company's failure to than 40 frenzied sharks, but a cost of $300 to $500 each. repair operating problems at the north-central Illinois plant officials flying above them could "Most of those who made the during 1983, said David Farrell, spokesman for the com- do nothing to save them, trip were women, an� �?r�y mission. . authorities said Wednesday. anyone knew how to SWIIll, said As a result, Edison was forced to purchase about $70 Estimates of the number of Ventura, 39. He said he floated million in power from other suppliers to meet its customers' people killed Tuesday when the 3.5 miles to shore clutching an power needs, Farrell said. . . overloaded boat capsized ranged empty gasoline tank. The $1.1 billion plant should have been operating durmg from 70 to more than 100. Of- Eugenio Cabral, civil defense that tiine and Edison should not have passed the costs of ficials said some of the missing director of the Dominican buying outside power to its customers, Farre� s�id. . may have made it to shore and Republic, said scores of bodies "The commission ruled that the $70 m1lhon was rm- fled; many bodie� were expected probably would surface and float prudently expended," he said. to surface later. to shore. . John Hogan, a spokesman for Edison, said the company · Survivor Eddy Ventura said "That takes about 48 hours," he plans to contest the ruling. 168 Dominicans ·crowded onto said. ''I expect that between 
the old 50-foot wooden boat today and tomorrow, bodies will 
begin appearing in 
quantities." 
By Wednesday aftem 
people had been rescued, 
hospital officials in Na 
Cabrera on the northeast 
this Caribbean nation, 
shares the island of 
· 
with Haiti. 
Four bodies had been 
to shore, Cabral said, 
thought two others had 
recovered. He put the n 
passengers at 100-150 
about 30 people probably 
to shore but fled to avoid 
Cabral, who was aboard 
that flew over the site 
estimated the herd of s 
"more than 40." British pilots nod off at controls 
LONDON-British airline pilots on long-haul flights say 
their entire crews have fallen asleep at the controls because 
of strenuous work schedules, researchers report. 
Researchers design genetic map 
Under a 5-year-old confidential reporting program, one­
third of almost 800 British pilots who disclosed problems 
affecting their performance mentioned a demanding work 
schedule and the fatigue it caused, said Roger Green and 
Roy Skinner of the Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation 
Medicine. 
· 
The researchers quoted a range of pilots either flying 
alone or with a large crew, in helicopters, freight or 
passenger aircraft who said they had nodded off while the 
automatic pilot did the flying. 
Green an aviation psychologist, and Skinner, a. retired 
military' pilot, said pilots on long-distance night flights 
complained most often about difficulty in staying awake. 
A1f Force inspects new bombers 
BOSTON (AP)-Scientists said White of the University of Utah. 
Wednesday they have drawn a Some details of both maps were 
detailed map that helps to described to scientists in Sep­
pinpoint human genes, an ac- tember at a genetics workshop in 
complishment they said will Paris. 
speed the search for the genetic Such maps pinpoint specific 
causes of heart disease and many s i t e s  s p aced a l o n g  t h e  
common inherited ailments. chromosomes that hold the 
The genetic map was described 100 000 or so genes that contain 
b y  r e s e a r c h e r s  f r o m  the body's hereditary blueprints, 
Collaborative Research, a marking genes that play crucial 
biotechnology firm in Bedford, roles in human development. 
Mass. and the Whitehead In- Experts say the maps should 
stitu� for Biomedical Research - make it possible to identify the 
and the Massachusetts Institute genetic components of many 
of Technology both in Cam- common diseases, including 
bridge. ' those such as heart disease and 
Another map has been cancer that may resul� from two 
developed independently by Ray or more genes, something that so 
far has never been done. 
"I think it's a 
achievement," said one 
nation's most distin 
geneticists, Dr. Victor M 
of Johns Hopkins Unive · 
Dr. David Botste' 
Massachusetts Institu 
Technology, one of the au 
the Collaborative study 
pioneer in the search for 
markers, called the devel 
"a milestone." 
''It means that genes tha 
diseases can be linked all 
genome," the bQdy's 23 
chromosomes, he said. 
longer a hit-or-miss p 
the degree it was before." 
WASHfNG'T'ON-The Air Force on Wednesday grounded 
its fleet of 68 new B-18 bombers for a brief inspection of the 
planes' crew ejection by�+�m following a recent crash in 
which only three of six crewinb�: on the aircraft were able to 
escape. 
In a statement, the serv!ce's Strategic Air Command said 
"this precautionary inspection is an outgrowth of the Sept. 
28 accident" at a training range in eastern Colorado. 
Aid seen as insurance by Reagan 
The inspections will require only about two hours per 
plane and are beginning immediately, meaning the planes 
will be returned to service quickly, SAC said. 
"The Strategic Air Command is performing a 
precautionary, one-time inspection of each B-18 aircraft's 
emergency escape system prior to the aircraft's next flight," 
the statement said. 
"Air Force maintenance personnel are performing the 
inspections . . . and each aircraft will be returned to flying 
status upon completion of the inspection." 
The Daily 
Eastern News 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Presid­
ent Reagan, warning of a history 
of Sandinasta "deceit and broken 
promises," called on Congress 
today to approve $270 million in 
military and humanitarian aid 
for the Contra rebels as an in­
surance policy for peace in 
Central America. 
Reagan, in remarks prepared 
for delivery to the Organization 
of American States, called the 
aid package "a moral obligation" 
and "the essential.guarantee that 
the Sandinastas will live up to 
the democratic: conditions of the 
Guatemala accord." 
The pact was signed in August 
by five Central American 
nations, including Nicaragua. 
Although House Speaker Jim 
Wright of Texas has warned that 
- Reagan has little chance of 
obtaining such aid, Reagan 
lectured lawmakers 
abandoning the Contras 
supporting them in the p 
Congress "cannot just 
away," Reagan said. ''I ha 
a personal commitment 
and I will not walk away." 
The president said he 
"request and fight for" th 
million package. 
TONITE! !-! ! ! 
MAGICIAN 
CHARLES GREEN 
"Magician of the Year" 
& 
Tutored by Doug Hennin 
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Su its with Aztec 
still before· court 
By RUSSELL ST ARE 
Staff writer 
Court proceedings continue 
involving the .. foreclosul"e on 
the mortgage of Pinetree and 
L i n c o l n w o o d  a p a rtm e n t  
complexes, formerly owned'by 
Aztec investments, 916 
Woodlawn Drive. 
The foreclosure proceedings 
began after disputes over rent 
payments occurred last 
semester between several 
Eastern students and Aztec 
Investments. 
So far, according to Steve 
Davis, of Student Legal Ser­
vices, no further action has 
been taken regarding the 
lawsuits filed by students 
against Aztec Investments over 
.the withholding of security 
deposits last semester. 
Davis said as far as he knows, 
Aztec dropped· most of the 
original lawsuits it had against 
tenants in Pinetree and Lin­
colnwood apartments. 
He said some new lawsuits 
have been filed by students, 
adding to the number of suits 
against the former owners of 
the property. The number of 
suits last reported was 23. 
supervisor for Draper and 
Kramer, said on July 30, 1987, 
Draper and Kramer was ap­
pointed to take-over control of 
management of the 123 units 
that comprise Pinetree and 
Lincolnwood apartments, 
which have offices at 2219 S. 
Ninth. 
When contacted about the 
situation, Evelyn Warner of 
United American Properties, 
the former management firm 
for Aztec Investments, said she 
did not feel she was in the 
position to talk about the 
matter. 
John Young, owner of 
United American Properties, 
said the firm managed the 
properties for Aztec In­
vestments until problems 
started to arise and UAP 
· stopped managing. 
Young said that the owner of 
the property, identified as 
living in California, was in a 
landtrust, and the actual ow�er 
was Aztec Investments. 
Krask said Draper and 
Kramer were strictly managers 
of the properties now under 
control of a bank, which she 
was unable to identify. 
· Vice President Craig Lange ad- Student. Body Pr�sident Deb Camren looks on. 
e senate on current expenditures as 
. According to a notice 
released in August, Draper and 
Kramer realty firm of Chicago 
was appointed by the courts as 
receiver of management of the 
two apartment complexes. 
Rose Krask, property 
Krask also said the security 
deposits being held by Aztec 
from last semester due to the 
controversy involving tenant 
leases have not been ·tran­
sferred to Draper and Kramer. 
r rol� calls make Student Senate meeting 'pathetic.� .. ;:) 
t Senator Lori 
acknowledged as a 
meeting, Senate 
nise Wasetis had to 
formal roll call four 
times in order to 
members could not decide 
whether to vote yes or no to 
approve two bylaw changes. 
The first bylaw change, from 
Senator Grahame Wilkin, 
concerned the membership of 
.,,auction, but did not specify 
how many members were on 
the committee nor did it 
specify how many members 
make up the majority. 
proposed to amend the bylaw 
to read "five non-senate 
members will determine· the 
severity of the violation and 
the sanction to be imposed," 
but met considerable objection, 
especially from Lockman. 
then swit'chetl to· PoH caU {lfte'r ' 
Wasetis was unab1e to 
determine whether or not the 
vocal vote h&d passed or not. 
The second bylaw change, 
from Senator Dan Barrett, 
concerned a seantor's removal 
from his/her senate seat after 
four absences in a semester. 
Barrett rewrote the .bylaw 
primarily for clarification 
purposes to say "A senator 
shall be removed from senate 
after four unexcused absences 
per semester". 
law changes in the 
meeting Wednesday 
, who said, ''The 
tonight was pathetic. 
the roll called four 
· the election committee when 
determining the severity of 
election violations and the 
sanctions to be imposed upon 
any guilty candidate. 
The bylaw formerly. stated 
the majority of t'he members of 
the election committee will 
determine the severity of the 
violation and the appropriate 
Wilkin rewrote the bylaw to 
state that the committee will 
aiways have five members and 
that the committee chairman 
(Lori Lockman) and Director of 
Student Activities Anita Craig 
would choose the remaining 
committee members to ensure 
there were a1ways five 
members. 
"I don't care what you say, 
but we all have our biases and 
I'd rather have five people who 
know nothing about us make 
that kind of decision rather 
than fellow senators," said 
Senator John Barrett. 
Senator Tim Taylor then 
The amendment went up for 
an "aye" or "nay" vote but was 
son w.on't file complaints against students in p·arty. 
about 12 students arrested in 
ted incidents the weekend of 
20, Campus Police Chief Tom 
'd .he does not plan to file a 
t with Eastern's Judicial 
reviewing the city arrest 
f the students, Larson said he 
e a complaint with the board 
·felony arrests were made. 
have to draw the line 
,"Larson said. 
ents are facing preliminary 
of disorderly conduct. Four 
ted for public urination, and 
isturbing the peace. 
all of the students were 
with misdemeanors as opposed 
charges, Larson said none of 
nts arrests would be reported 
Judicial Affairs office for 
tion. 
eek later, after a Sept. 12 
at 1605 Ninth Street resulted 
r riot, .a police crackdown on 
was instituted, resulting in 
arrests when a combined force 
county and state police was 
In a Sept·. 12 incident, two policemen 
were injqred when they were struck by 
objects thrown from a crowd of about 
· 200 people attending the party. Three 
men were arrested on charges of mob 
action and resisting arrest charges, two 
of them Eastern stud�nts. 
Terry Zeman, a former Eastern 
senior, was suspended in a Judicial 
Board hearing and is due to appear to 
answer mob action charges in Coles 
County Circuit Court. 
Also facing preliminary charges of 
mob action . and resisting arrest is 
senior ·Tom Carroll. For his alleged 
actions, Carroll was placed on 
disciplinary probation by the Eastern 
Judicial Board. 
Mob action can be tried in a court of 
law as a misdemeanor or a felony, if 
damage to property or people is proven. 
Many students expressed discontent 
over both Zeman and Carroll being 
brought before the Judicial Board 
before their trial dates. 
· 
Zeman and Carroll are due to appear 
at 9 a.m. Oct. 13 in Coles Cour.ty 
Circuit Court. 
Student government members say 
they· have been hearing student 
complaints about the Judicial Board 
decision, but three student senators say 
they believe the board made the correct 
·decision. 
"A lot of people are saying Carroll got 
let off easy because the Judicial Board 
took a lot of heat," Student Senate 
Speaker Denise Wasetis said. 
Instead, Wasetis said she believes 
Carroll received a lighter sanction 
because he did not have a previous 
disciplinary record with Eastern. 
"I stand by the Student Conduct Code. 
and the Judicial Board," she said. "If 
somebody makes the university look 
bad, it's within their (Judicial Board) 
authority to bring them up" before a 
hearing. , 
Although Wasetis said the board may 
have acted too "quickly" before Zeman's 
and Carroll's cases went to trial, she 
said she believes a variety of .reasons . 
contributed to the quick action taken 
by the board. 
"The cases came up quick because it 
was the beginning of the year and the 
Judicial Board didn't have any cases to 
hear," Wasetis added as one ·of the 
reasons for the September hearings. 
Senator John Barrett said he has 
heard complaints from students about 
the Judicial Board actions, but added 
students have not demanded action be 
taken by the Student Senate. 
"I still don't think they should have 
tried Zeman," Barrett said, "But wi+h 
him leaving and going home, kind of · 
. says, 'I'm guilty.,,. 
· "I believe the Judicial Board wasn't 
trying to make an . example out of 
Zeman, but they did anyway." Barrett 
added. "How can you really know why 
people do what they do?" 
Barrett added he believes Eastern has 
a reputation to uphold, and as a result 
of the September arrests and Judicial 
Board hearings, students are ap­
prehensive about sponsoring parties off 
campus. � 
"Having somebody suspended makes 
people think," Barrett said. "Students 
are starting to realize, 'We ·have to cool 
it."' 
Correction 
The student fundraising goal for the 
Eastern Coles County United Way 
program was incorrectly reported in 
Tuesday's edition of The Daily Eastern 
News. The goal set for the campus 
campaign is $5,000. 
Also, the Subway's m·agician per­
formance will be at 8 p.m Thursday. 
The News regrets these errors. 
Editorial 
Board 
Jean Wright 
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Managing editor 
Julie Lewis 
News editor 
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Classroom .in 
residence hal I 
is distracting 
As a new student, one of the greatest fears 
upon entering college is finding one's 
classes. 
Once this fear passes, the next greatest 
apprehension is waking up early in the 
morning for an 8 a.m. class session and 
walking long distances to that room. This fear, . -
Edltorlal. however, does no.t p a s s-unl e ss t h e  
Carman Hall. 
student moves to 
·Three. freshman level classes will be 
conducted in Carman Hall next spring 
semester. The classes include an in­
troductory math, speech and health class. 
The rationale behind the move is that a lot of 
freshmen live in the residence hall. However, 
while this may be true, an uncomfortable type 
of segregation will occur. 
Students living in the other residence halls 
will not be encouraged to enroll in the 
classes. "It would defeat the purpose," 
Housing Director Lou Hencl<en said. 
Unfortunately, the convenience of not 
having to walk to a class may supercede the 
priorities of a student who needs to take a 
class and can't because the student does not 
live in Carman Hall. 
And, if a student is permitted to enroll in the 
class, chances are, the student will not want 
to make the trek from an on-campus 
residence to the "off-campus" class in 
Carman Hall. 
While the Carman classes may increase 
attendance, it may also increase a 
lackadaisical attitude in students when they 
begin to associate the class with the 
surroundings. 
In a residence hall, the student is expected 
to relax and socialize. In a classroom, a 
�tudent is expected to be attentive and alert. 
A student is conditioned, in a classroom, to 
process information. A student living in a 
residence hall is conditioned to stand in a 
- food service line and socialize with friends. 
Math department Chair John Leduc said the 
idea of scheduling classes in residence halls 
is nothing new. However, the idea of 
scheduling classes in one particular 
residence hall may turn sour in the minds of 
the students who are omitted from the ex­
periment. 
While it is good the administration is 
realizing the needs of freshmen students, it is 
unfortunate the grade point averages of 
students may suffer as a result of an ex­
periment which could prove to be fatal. 
Jodiciaf CO�IT;fttee can'tjudge·etmc 
Now that the Senate Judiciary 
committee has rejected the 
nomination of Judge Robert 
Bork I'm happy, but I am really 
confused about the committee 
itself. 
The members of the com­
m i ttee are all well-to-do 
politicians or they wouldn't be 
senators. But Bork is well-to-do 
I 
He has proven himself a competent legisl 
hadn't, he wouldn't be a senator with 
seniority. But his ethics have not bee 
reproach. In fact, they have been the very 
could probably never be elected president. 
Perhaps the most laughable opposition t 
Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd, a Dem 
West Virg inia. 
also or he wouldn't be an ap- 11:� 
He has criticized Bork for changing his 
different issues over the years. That is 
argument. But let's talk about Robert Byrd's 
pellate judge. 
So this committee rejected 
Judge Bork because of his 
ethical standards, not because 
La rry 
Smit h 
He is a former Ku Klux Klan member, 
against the Civil Rights Act of 1 964 and 
filibuster to block that legislation in keeping 
opposition of racial rights. 
his judicial abilities are beyond reproach. Learning about his past has lead me to wo 
much more he has forgotten about his past 
the American public to forget. It is really hy 
criticize Bork when he has demonstrated 
actions what most people have objected to 
possibly doing. 
He is.a competent legal scholar, he was approved by 
the Senate for his present position. 
But the chairman of the committee, an authority on 
ethics, just withdrew from the presidential race 
because he tended to exaggerate about his past and 
his credentials. 
Joseph Biden, D-Del . ,  said long before the h earings 
occurred that he would oppose Bork because his 
ethics were questionable. The only problem with that 
is, Biden's own ethics are not above reproach. 
I am very happy that Bork's chances of be· 
Supreme Court are slim, but I am leery of the 
the Senate who have criticized him . 
He plag iarized in law school, stole other politician's 
speeches and said his grades in college were far better 
than they actually were. 
He has not said he went to school on an 
scholarship when he actually didn't. To my 
Bork was never a member of the Ku Klux Kl 
didn't pick up a woman at a party then lea 
drown in a sinking car. 
Of course he wasn't using the Bork hearings as a 
vehicle for his own presi!lential aspirations, was he? 
If Bork were to be a justice, he probably w 
the gains of the civil rights, women's 
movements. But he at least has not criticiz 
people for things they might do that aren't mu 
than things he has done . 
Ted Kennedy, D- Mass. ,  described Bork as though 
he were the antichrist, and judgment day would be 
upon us if he were approved for the Supreme Court. 
Kennedy said it would be the end of civil rights, 
individual liberty and government as we know it. 
But Ted is a man who cheated in college. He left the 
scene of an accident in which he was involved .  The 
accident resulted in the dea,th of a woman he was 
escorting home from a party. Her name was Mary Jo 
Kopechne. 
No one is perfect. But if you're going 
someone else's ethics, it is wise to look at 
first. 
·Your turn 
Try a little peace 
to balance things · 
Editor: 
Your recent photograph on the 
front of last week's Daily Eastern 
News (depicting an ROTC cadet 
holding a gun) inspired me: How 
about an article on EISCCAP 
(Eastern Illinois Students and 
Community Concerned About 
Peace) in the name of journalistic 
"balance?" 
Craig M. Eckert 
Assistant professor, Sf?Clology 
Practical guide 
for la�e parties 
Editor:, 
As we all have come to know, 
Sept. 1 2 was, and will be, a day 
most of us on Eastern's campus 
will. remember. For people like 
Terry Zeman, Tom Carroll, officers 
Gordon Henderson and Hank 
Pauls, it was a day that changed 
the course of their lives. 
By means of a class project, 
Brian Downs, Jill Blasey, Andea 
Kickle, Kathy Black and Dimitri 
Stewart and I researched in depth 
this problem that arose between 
the city of Charleston and the 
students at Eastern. 
After much debate, our group 
Those who live in glass capitols should 
stones. 
-Larry Smith is managing editor and a 
columnist tor The Daily Eastern N ews: 
• 
came up with a solution. Have a 
well-structured guideline for 
having after-bar parties by: 
• Having the party in an enclosed 
building, i.e . a house, barn, etc. 
• Having people sit at the door to 
prevent people from leaving with 
beer and leaving with beer cups 
to cut down on external debris. 
• N otifying your neighbors that a 
party is planned so if they have 
problems they can call you before 
calling the police. 
By notifying your neighbors you 
show that you are concerned not 
only about partying but about their 
rights to privacy and peace also. 
• Work with the community, not 
against it. 
. We brought our solution to the 
administration at Eastern and to 
Police Chief Maurice Johnson. 
Both were in agreement with our 
solution and appreciated the time 
and effort. we put into this project. 
Andy Berkeley 
Newman leaders 
reply to coverage 
Editor: 
We were more than miffed 
when we read in Sept. 25's issue 
of The Daily Eastern News what 
was reported to be an interview 
with us on the recent papal visit to 
the U nited States. 
The headline for the 
. misleading to say the le 
content of the article was 
fortunately confused and 
have much in common wi 
interview itself. 
But worst of all, there 
misinterpretations that se 
to point up the errors of 
reporting. 
1 . The Eastern Catholic· 
was called a "faction." S 
term is not only extremely 
distasteful and terribly 
disrespectful, but also m 
unhistorical and utterly u 
2 .  We were both called 
clergy.  The distinction be 
the lay person and the c 
the Roman Catholic Chur 
not understood by the re 
Finally, to say that we 
miffed, to say that we w 
fended or annoyed by th 
visit, is far from the truth. 
went off just as expecte 
were no more happy with 
th�n we are with the pon 
John Paul II itself . Both o 
would like to see a more 
Pope. However, that d 
add up to being miffed. 
. ... .. . 
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Players1.requests 
funds for festival 
By JEFF BRITT 
Staff writer 
The Players theater group is 
requesting $7 ,239.40 from the 
Apportionment Board to fund 
i t s  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  and 
registration to a January 
festival in Madison, Wis. 
The AB will discuss whether 
it will allocate the funds at its 
meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday' in 
the Union addition Tuscola­
Arcola Room. 
least amount," the $2,000 fo!' 
the initial performance. 
Sain said Players needs the 
money for transportation, 
registration and room and 
board. 
AB asked the boards it 
a llo c a t e s  s t u d e n t  f e e s  
tO-itself, Players, Sports and 
R e c r e a t i o n ,  S t u d e n t  
Publications, Student Senate 
and University Board-not to 
budget any money it might not 
need, and request an additional 
allocation when it is needed, 
Lange said. 
(standing) and David Baird (sitting) 
a career choice workshop in the 
Center Wednesday nig ht. Baird 
KEVIN SMITH I Staff photographer 
said more than 50 percent of this year's in­
coming freshmen have undecided majors. 
Players will know by Dec. 11 
whether it gets an invitation. If 
not, it'll return whatever funds 
are allocated by AB, said AB 
Chair Craig Lange. 
Terry Allen, Players' chair 
and fiscal agent, will present 
the request at the meeting. 
AB will consider transferring 
funds within the budgets of all 
the boards except itself and 
Sports and Recreation. 
inar focuses on careers - The theater club needs $2,127.40 to perform at an 
acting competition during the 
festival. 
"Joan Gossett (adviser to AB) 
will speak on what we missed 
(at last week's orientation}, and 
she's going to highlight some of 
. the things we said," Lange said. 
ed "the most im · 
· g is to clarify the 
making process" 
· g at careers. He 
uced Todd Jones, 
academic adviser, 
s on "decision 
"Career decisions, is a big 
risk," Jones said. He added 
that the word decisions is 
plural because "you make a 
lot of career decisions, not 
just one." 
He added that these 
decisions are very important 
because they determine your 
lifestyle, job, if you have a 
family and where you live. 
'We never stop making 
decisions," said Baird, adding 
that "we make these (career) 
decisions not only in college, 
but all the way through life." 
One decision students must 
make when choosing a career 
is how important income is 
to the individual. 
STARTS FRIDAY! 
MADONNA 
ho's That J''. , 
IROS• Gir I lPGI �l,�I 
Tomorrow 5:10•7:20•9:15 
"One of the biggest con­
flicts is between income and 
some of our other values," 
Baird said. 
He added, "there are some 
things money can't buy" and 
that it is a very personal 
decision that each individual 
must make. 
Baird gave students the 
opportunity to take the 
"Strong Campbell Interest 
Test." He said the test was 
developed in the late '30's 
before the war for the use of 
the U.S. government for the 
war placement of the 
militarv. 
"It's a good test, the best of. 
it's kind," Baird said. 
If it makes the regional play 
competion, which is at the 
same place ar.d time, it11 
require another $5,112. 
"If the production itself is 
invited to the festival, we'll 
need that (the extra $5,000)," 
said J. Sain, Players business 
manager. 
If the productian wins the 
regionals, it will go to the 
nationals at Kennedy Center in 
Washington, D.C. In April, 
1982, the club went to the 
nation�ls with the play 
"Seduced," said Sain. • 
"I am confident they will 
meet our request for the most," 
Sain said. "If it doesn't get 
through, we11 end up with the 
Lange also has plans to form 
a guiding committee, in which 
individual AB members will 
work with specified boards to 
get a closer look at how they 
work. 
"Its purpose will be to help 
the AB mem hers make 
transactions, and to aid the 
fiscal agents in lime item 
management," Lange said. 
They will be able to tell the 
other AB members what a 
certain board needs and verify 
or deny the validity of a 
request, he said. 
"I want it to serve as an 
o r i e n t a t i o n  t o ol, a n  
organization tool and an ad­
visory tool," Lange said. 
Budweiser. 
KING OF BEERS� 
ATHLETE OF 'THE· WEEK 
David Kompare 
(Fruitland, Ontario-Cardinal Newman). 
sophomore midf iel d e r ,  scored 
Eastern's goal in a 1 ·0 victory by the 
soccer Panthers over Northern Illinois 
in the consolation match of the 
Governor's Cup Tournament at 
Macomb on Sunday. Kompare has six 
goals this season. 
. ..  
Gianna Galanti 
(Lagrange, IL-Lyons). junior middle 
hitter, had 23 kills and only two 
errors in 33 attempts for an im­
pressive .636 hitting percentage in 
10 games at the Evansville Tour­
nament. Galanti also had 13 blocks 
(seven solos) and 1 7 digs as the 
volleyball Lady panthers won their 
' 
third .tournament this season. . ) (i 
g� 
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Eastern grad u ates become October '.s artist 
By JANE CLARK 
Staff Writer 
Two Eastern graduates are October's 
Cityart artists at the Charleston 
Municipal Building, 520 Jackson Ave. 
The October Cityart display, located 
in the lobby of the Charleston 
Municipal Building, features water· 
colors and sculpture in the modern 
tradition completed by both artists. 
· 
Charleston in June, they lived in 
Chicago for two years while David 
Pooley worked with urban designer and 
sculpter John David Mooney. 
or her career at this time to 
full time career in art, but 
interested in entering more 
work in area exhibits. 
David and Kathy Pooley graduated 
from Eastern in 1985 and 1983, 
respectively. David Pooley received his 
master's in three dimensional a:rt while 
his wife, Kathy, received her master's 
in sociology. 
"I like to create more modern art 
because I'm more interested in 
reflecting a mood," Kathy Pooley said. 
David Pooley is currently employed 
as a museum registrar at Eastern's 
Tarble Arts Center while Kathy Pooley 
works as an instructor of emotionally 
disturbed children at the Treatment 
and Learning Center in Mattoon. 
"Right now we're conte 
creating more work for o 
Kathy Pooley said. ''We don't 
plans to do this full time, but 
like to enter more shows." · "The colors combine to create an 
emotion." 
Before the Pooleys moved to Neither is interested in giving up his 
Su mmer school di rector plans · workshops CAA voi 
meeting  By DEBORAH DAWSON Staff writer . 
During a time when most 
people on campus are begin· 
ning to dread the thought of 
the upcoming winter months, 
one Eastern official is making 
plans for the summer. 
Work on the 1988 summer 
semester has already begun, 
said Charles Switzer, director 
of summer school. He is now 
accepting suggestions from 
faculty members for the theme 
of this summer's slate of 
courses, workshops and lee· 
tures. 
The early start is an example 
,- - - - - - - - - - - - -,  
of ' increased organization, 
which Switzer said is partially 
responsible for increased 
summer enrollment .  Since 
1 9 7 8 ,  s u m m e r  s c h .o o l  
enrollment has increased by 
about 1,000 students. 
Switzer said every fall 
semester since 1980 he has 
asked faculty members for 
suggestions for a theme for the 
upcoming summer term. 
The themes put emphasis on 
the content of the courses and 
special programming , For 
example, the summer 1987 
theme, ''We the People: the 
American Opportunity for 
Interaction and Change," was 
tied in with the 200th year of 
the signing of the Constitution, 
Switzer said. 
L e c t u r e s  b y  v i s i t i n g  
professors have also become an 
important part of summer 
school, Switzer said. The 
visiting professors come to 
Eastern during summer classes 
and teach workshops, and as an 
extra, give free public lectures 
or performances. The visiting 
professors are always out· 
standing · scholars and ·have 
proven "track records" as 
teachers, he added. 
Past visiting professors have 
been radio personalities , 
Pulitzer prize winners, and 
others, including Joan Embry, 
t h e  S a n  D i e g o  Z o o  
spokesperson known for her 
appearances on the ''Tonight 
Show." 
Regular faculty members 
also teach summer workshops 
which seem "very popular with 
summer students," Switzer 
said. 
Before taking over the 
ROsition of summer school 
director , Switzer was a 
professor of English at 
Eastern. 
T h e  C o u n c i l  
Academic Affairs 
meet this week beca 
a lack of agenda · 
chair Dan Hockm 
Wednesday. 
The CAA will m 
p.m. Oct. 15 in the 
addition Arcola· 
Room, he said. 
SHOP THE CLA 
CLASSIFIEDS! • SH 
SHOP THE CLA I 
· Aunt Martha's I 
I ,\'l Candy Shoppe I l '?� �� 348-0044 I 1 Year A n n iversary Specia l !  1 0 sessions - $30 Thursday Specia l I <? / We can turn your I 
I special occasions I 
' I  
(one week �nly) 
I \ I into a WOW event l I \J with our affordable t 
I Balloon Decorating Ideas I 
Eur�pean · ran Spa Coupon worth $2.00 off on Thursdays I "' US FOR SWEETEST DAY I I ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
" The Qual i ty Ton" 
• • • • • • • • • coo�� - - - - - ·  
: LA .ROMA'S-PIZZA 
I 636 W. Lincoln FREE DELIVERY 
I $1 00 ff 1 / 1 6 oz.  Pepsi  · • 0 with delivery of 
Across from Jewel 
Special ends Oct 1 3 , 1 .987 
I Medium, Large small or medium pizza 
I or X-Large Pizza 2 / 1 6 oz. Pepsi's Limit one per pizza with large or x-large G I 34� 
I OPEN AT 1 1  AM EVERYDAY AND 4 PM ON SUNDA 
• • • • • • • • • COUPON• • • • • •  
- �r 
· s�&8-$ 
"7a TWI ST 
PRESENTS 
"ONE EIGHTY'' 
"1 80" 
A T.?:
o
������!
,
��NnJ} 
FEMALE SINGER 
FRIDAY: Oct. 9th 16 oz. Drafts 
506 W. $1 so  each 
. LINCOLN 9 p. m.  to  1 a . m .  
\. '()·
�· 
ALSO 
�. \
0 SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL 
q � · , WPFR 
"LIVE BRADCAST' 
WIKHRIS NEWTON-MORNING D . J. 
SPUDS MACKENZIE 
NIGHT! 
DRAFTS: $ 1  
· SPUD SHIRTS 
345-2200 & PFR T-SHIRTS 
Saturday, October 1 o 
· Panther Football . 
Last Night Game 
WI U 
vs 
E I U  
Beef Day 
Ribeye steak sandwich. chips, and 
Pepsi will  be served in the tailgate 
area behind O'Brien Sladium for only 
S2.00. 
Food and fun starts at 4 :30. 
Sponsored by: 
Illinois Corn Marketing Board 
Illinois Beel Council 
East Central Il l inois Beef Produce� 
Charleston IGA 
Mattoon Pepsi · 
Kelly's Chips 
Live Music 
Provided by: Westcott. Epperson and Davis 
· Th u rsday October 8 ,  1 9 8 7  
es (standing) and David Baird (sitting) speak at a nesday night.  Baird said more than 50 percent of this 
choice workshop in the Counseling Center Wed- year's incoming freshmen have undecided majors .  
committee. to focus on. ' loor  p lans of 
nted ho use i n  Thomas basemen t  
of a haunted house will be 
out at the Residence Hall 
meeting at 5 p.m. Thur­
the Stevenson Tower Illinois 
house, said RHA Vice President . Marty 
Gorski. The haunted house will be held 
in the Thomas Hall basement. 
Thomas Hall Counselor Rod Parker, 
who developed the story line for last 
year's haunted house, will do the same 
this year, Gorski said. _ 
unted House Committee, co­'l'Y sophomore Tara Keene and 
Michele Spaulding, will 
the floorplan by walking 
the location of the haunted 
National Communications Coor­
dinator Lynette Woods will announce 
the names of those members to attend 
the GLACURH (Great Lakes 
Association of College and University· 
P�<Dnt�rn . 
Thursday Night • 3 Beers for $ 1  
Miehe/ob · · 3 Miehe/ob Light Your " 
Bud & Bud Light Choice 
FREE Shake A Day $250. 00 
Complimentary Keg 8:00-9 : 00 
Doug Close in D . J .  in Library 
John Cook Special mon-thurs . 3:00-6 : 00 . 
17 oz. frosted myg of Bud & pool game $1 
COOD 7 DAYS A WEEK lllm 
-
-CARRY-OUT SPECIAL 
-
-COOD AT CHARLESTON STORE ONLY 
-
-
-
-
-
-
ED 
Residence Halls) conference at Wright 
State University in Dayton, Ohio, 
Gorski said. 
Gorski announced at last week's 
meeting that committees will now meet 
and give reports on the night of the 
RHA meetings. 
Gorski said the new procedure is a 
time-saving one for the members of the 
committee so they would not have to 
take the time from another night in the 
week to go to the committee meetings. 
Comedy 
A Large (16") 
Sausage Pizza -
-
- and other dan rous stuff) 
-
-
-
-
-
-·$595 
ailable with a 2-Liter of Pepsi $6.50 = -
-
-
-
-
�· •t.r· �lV-� 
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: FO u n da·t io n  
sta rt i n g· new 
f u ndraiser 
By TOM O ' G RADY 
Staff writer 
Even as Eastern's Foundation begins 
to wrap up its successful 10th Decade 
Campaign, plans are underway to start 
a second campaign. 
The foundation has made tentative 
plans to start the second phase of its 
fundraising effort. Called the Second 
Century Campaign, the fund drive is 
scheduled to run until 1995. 
The 10th Decade Campaign, which · 
began in January 1985, had raised 78 
percent of its $5 million goal by 
August, taking about half the time as 
previously expected. 
"Our main concern now is making a 
smooth transition from the 10th 
Decade program to phase two," said 
Foundation Fiscal Director Daniel 
Thornburgh. 
Although an exact goal for the 
Second Century Campaign has not been 
set by the foundation, work has started 
on finding a consultant to help with the 
fundraising effort. 
An interview with Calvin Stoney, of 
Gosner, Gerber, Tinker, Stuhr of 
Chicago, is scheduled for 2:30 p.m. 
Thursday in the Union addition 1895 
Room. 
The foundation interviewed Paul 
Blevins of Gargil Associates, Fort 
Worth, Texas on Wednesday. In­
terviews will be scheduled later this 
month for three other candidates for 
the position, Thornburgh said. 
A decision on the new consultant will 
be made at the Foundation's November 
meeting, Thornburgh said. 
S TA R T � OFF · 
Homecoming 
Week RIGHT! 
M O N D A Y .  
October 1 2, 1 987 
G R A N D  B A L L ROOM 
$ 1 . 5 0  
TIC KETS ON 
SA LE N OW !  
-f J-J .Pi J L L B 
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-
-
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-
-
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/ P izza s l i ces w /sa l ad 
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II 
-
FREE DELIVERY �f��. TC 1= 
PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PiCKINC UP ORDER II 
$4. 9 9  p lus  tax ( ... _� . 
.. 
S u n d ays o n ly 5 :00 pm - 11 : 0 0 p m  
8 Thursday Octo ber 8 ,  1 9 8 7  
Bork ________from page 1 
privacy is also considered 
extreme, McNitt said. While 
some would concede that at 
least married couples have a 
·right to privacy, Bork's 
writings supported a Con­
necticut law that would 
criminalize the use of con­
traceptives between married 
couples. 
"His views go further than 
most people were willing to 
go," McNitt said. 
Bork's views on judicial 
restraint are equally important 
to his ideology, Goodrick said . 
H e  s a i d  t w o  · H a r v a r d  
University professors testifed 
that while they weren't con­
cerned with Bork's actual 
positions as they were on the 
line they say he has drawn on 
what cases he thinks the court 
should and should not consider. 
McNitt said while Bork is far 
from a mediocre attorney, 
senators had serious questions 
about exactly what his views 
were. 
"He said one thing to the 
Judicial Committee, but his 
writings, especially his 
political writings, have said 
something completely dif­
ferent," McNitt said. "Of 
course, if he is seated (on the
. 
court), he is free to do whatever 
he wants."  
Hom ecom i n g� ______ from page 1 
football game. 
Halls with 26 to 30 percent 
of participation will earn 20 
points, 20 to 25 percent will 
earn 15 points and 19 to 15 
percent will earn 10 points, 
Locey said . 
"This (participation points) is 
better for the halls, because 
grPPks have to go because it 
(grh�k attendance) is man­
datory. Last year we had a 
6-el-a:: yo� 
haven 't a c lue  to 
the latest i n  
campus 
happen ings? 
Then v out � The Daily 
. Eastern News 
<. fl''h 
Name:  
Address : 
Message : 
problem of halls coming out 
a n d  p a r t i c i p a t i n g  i n  
Homecoming. It (Homecoming) 
was more like a second Greek 
Week," Locey said. 
"I knew what my fraternity 
was doing for Homecoming, 
but not my hall ," he said.' 
"Nobodv knew where the float 
was to 
·
be built, but this year, 
more people will be informed. I 
can already tell this (liason) is 
working. Halls have put up 
posters and LSD (Lincoln, 
Stevenson and Douglas hall) 
even bought headbands." 
"I really do think they 
(Lincoln, Stevenson and 
Douglas) have a chance of 
winning overall ."  
However, some halls have 
signed and haven't given Locey 
names of residence hall chairs 
or its .colors . 
THE WOMEN OF 
"'ALPHA SIGMA IOTA 
Are Proud to Present 
Their Pledge Class _ · 
For Fall 1987 
Cheryl Smitley 
Lisa Mills . Julie Thorsen 
Cathy Woodall 
10 oz. Miller Lite 
Drafts 25¢ 
7 p . m .  to ? 
LOUNGE • .  
727 Seventh Street 
CHARLESTON 
345-5727 
"Make My Place Your Place" 
B a. m .  to 1 a . m .  
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,� 
345-9141 Pizza 345-939 
Adducci Family Restaurant 
716 Jackson St. 
(East of Downtown Square) 
* ask about free thick crust 
* ask about free soft drinks! 
Small Pizza . . . . . • $3. 77 . 
Medium Pizza . . . .  $4. iO �:u�ot 
LarRe Pizza . . . . . .  $6. 1 7  
Free delivery : 5 - 1 0  weekdays 
5-12 Fri & Sat Closed Sundays 
30 years pizza experience 
Let yo u r  sweethearts kno.w you love ·them 
with a Sweetes.t Day Perso nal  
' 
to appea r  o n  Fr iday ,  October 1 6  
i n  The Dai ly  Easte rn N ews 
20.¢ a wo rd , 1 0  wo rd m i n i m u m  
D EA D L I N E :  Mo nday ,  October 1 2-2 :00 P . M . 
B l ack and Wh ite Art ($ 1 Extra) check box D 
Red Art ($2 Extra) c h eck box- D 
Circle One 
a} b) 
( ( f '  
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m ach i n e g iven 
hool of . B u si n ess 
ffice of the Lumpkin 
ess received a donation 
a photocopy machine 
owner of Stearns 
leston, donated the 
to the school of 
of selling the machine, 
donate it to the school. 
''Ron is a 1971 Eastern graduate and 
is a good friend to the university," 
Hofstrand said. ''We appreciate his 
support during this critical budget 
time.'" 
Although the "3M photocopy 
machine is two years old," Stearns said 
it ''has been upgraded into a new one. 
The machine was worth $2 ,650." 
"Stearns donated the machine 
because we are the largest college to 
have 10,000 graduates and a lot of 
alumni," Hof strand added. 
• 
"Ron has been into many cooperative 
projects, and we both have a good 
working relationship. The worst thing 
that Ron could have said was no," she 
said. 
rn plants more tree� -
and trees are being 
Eastem's campus to 
looks. 
y 800 shrubs and trees 
on Eastem's campus. 
1 ,000 flowering bulbs 
for next spring. 
Collins said the purpose of pl1mting 
trees and· flowers was to ''beautify the 
campus. "  
"The plants," said Collins, • "were 
ordered last year and cost several 
thousand dollars." He added that the 
money for the project came · from 
Eastern. Collins also said part 'of the 
funding will be from Eastern's parking 
t of Grounds Jon lot account. 
GREAT 
PRICES · 
YOU CAN'T 
BEAT ! 
.
. 
-
OSCO 
SALE 
PRICE 
Jim 
Beam 
1 . 7 5  L 
1 099 
PLU 701 1 
Gallo 
Table Wi nes 
3 L. 
OSCO 2/9 
��:tE 
PLU 7002 
_ Andre' 
Champagne 
7 5 0 ML 
OSCO 3/7 
��:tE 
PlU 7004 
Canadian 
- C lub 
7 50 M L  
OSCO 749 - ·  
SALE . 
PRICE . PLU 701 4 
Carlo 
Rossi Wine 
7 50 ML 
OSCO 319 SALE PRICE PLU 1001 
Roun d. Table to-un ite 
clubs ,  govern ment 
By JEFF SMITH 
Staff Writer 
The Student Round Table, an idea 
to bring student organizations and 
student government closer together, 
is looking toward an early November 
start, according to Executive Vice 
President Trish Nusbaum. 
Twenty different groups, both 
greek and non-greek, have been 
contacted about the table, Nusbaum 
said, adding if other organizations 
were not contacted, they should get 
in touch with her or the student 
government office. 
"The more organizations we have, 
the better," she said. 
Nusbaum said each organization 
will be represented by one member, 
chosen by the organization, at the 
table's meetings. 
The Student Senate will be 
represented by Nusbaum and 
Student Body President Deb 
· Camren, she said, adding a senator 
working on a spec\al committee may ' 
also attend on occasion. 
The table will meet once a month, 
Nusbaum said. It will be an in­
formational group. ''We'll exchange 
problems, ideas and suggestions." 
Nusbaum said she came up with 
the idea of a studen . round table for 
Eastern at ·a student government 
conference at the beginning of the 
year. 
Other schools' representatives 
gave positive responses to their 
experiences with the table, so 
Nusbaum §aid she thought �t would 
be a good idea for Eastern. 
.------�------------------��-----� 
: Look for your favorite sports I 
I I 
1 read Th e Daily Eastern News I I I '------------------------ --------M 
Koskov 
Vodka/G i n  
1 . 7 5  L 
OSCO 699 SALE PRICE PLU 7010 
COU PON 
Bartles & 
Jaymes Wine § Q.. .Coolers B 
4/1 2 oz. N . R.  's CJ 
OSCO 1 99 ' SALE . PRICE PLU 71103 
�� M iller Lite 
Loose Case · .  
24/1 2 oz . cans 
OSCO 7s9 
SALE 
. PRICE . PLU 7008 
- COUPON . 
. Malibu 
Rum 
750 ML 
���o 539 . . 
PRICE PLU 0044 
COUPON 
PLEASE PRESENT 
COUPONS AT TIM E  
O F  PU RCHASE 
· , 
Prices effective 
thru 1 0-1 7-8 7 
Seagrams 
7 Crown 
1 .7 5 L  
OSCO 
SALE 
PRICE 1 099 PLU 701 2 
Bacardi 
R u m  
7 50 ML 
OSCO 5a9 SALE PRICE PLU 701 5  
Hiram 
Walkers 
· \ .  :Schnapps 
7 5 0 M L  
OSCO 499 �:tE PLU rote . 
.. . . 
Co rs/Coors . 
· Light Beer 
1 2/1  2 oz. cans 
�0 429 . 
· PRICE PLU S11 2 
Natural Light 
Beer 
24/1 2 oz . cans 
OSCO 5·39 SALE PRICE PLU 571 9 
10 
Th u rsday ' sCI • t• , d . asst 1e 
Thu rsday ' s  
TV 
·Digest 
Crossword 
4:30 p.m. 
2-Superior Court 
1 0-Bravestarr 
1 2-Sesame Street 
2 5 , 2 7-Facts of Life 
NIK-Double Dare 
TNN-Will ie Nelson Music 
Invitational 
USA-Mr .  T 
4:35 p.m. 
30-Laverne & Shirley 
5:00 p.m. 
2-People's Court 
3-Newscope 
?-Entertainment Tonight 
1 0-Fact of Life 
2 5-MASH 
26-Andy Griffith 
2 7-Jeopardy! 
WEIU-FNN Evehing News 
CBN-Crazy Like a Fax 
ESPN-sportslook 
LIF-Flamingo Road 
NIK-Monkees 
·USA-Cartoon E(<press 
5:05 p.m. 
30-Alice 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  7 , 2 5 , 2 6 , 2 7-News 
1 0-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
CNN-Showbiz Today · 
ESN-Winner's Circle 
NIK-Nick Rocks 
5:35 p.m. 
30-Carol Burnett and Friends 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  7 , 2 5 , 26 , 2 7-News 
1 0-Cheers 
1 2-MacNeil ,  Lehrer Newshour 
2 6-Three's Company 
WEIU-High School Football 
Show 
CBN-Remington Steele '·  
CNN-Moneyline 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
LIF-Jack al')d M ike 
NIK-You Can't Do That on 
Television 
TNN-You Can Be A Star 
USA-Airwolf 
6:05 p.m. 
30-Andy Griffith 
6:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Wheel of Fortune ' 
3-PM Magazine 
?-Hollywood Squares 
1 0-Barney Mi ller 
2 5-Family Ties 
26-Truth or Consequences 
WEIU-News Scan 5 1  
· CNN-Crossfire 
ESPN-NH L  Hockey 
NIK-Mr. Wizard's World 
TNN-Fandango 
6:35 p.m. 
30-Sanford and Son 
7:00 p.m . . 
2 , 2 7-Cosby Show 
3 , 2 5-Tour of Duty 
7 , 2 6-Sledge Hammer! 
1 0-Movie: "Altered States. "  
1 2-lllinois Press 
WEIU-Film Classic Theatre: 
"Seven Samurai . "  
CBN-Hell Town 
CNN-News: Shaw/Waters/Wi· 
I i i  ams 
LIF-Falcon Crest 
NIK-Car 54 
TNN-Nashville Now 
USA-Riptide 
7:05 p.m. 
30-Movie: "High Plains 
Drifter. " 
7:30 p.m. 
2 ,  2 7 -Baseball Playoff 
7-Charmings 
1 2-lnnovation 
NIK-Mister Ed 
8:00 p.m. 
3 , 2 5-WiseGuy 
1 2-Upstairs, Downstairs 
7 , 2 6-Movie: "Star 8 0 . "  
C BN-700 Club 
CNN-Larry King Live 
ESPN-Gollege Football 
LIF-Way Off Broadway 
NIK-My Three Sons 
USA-Wrestling 
8:30 p.m. 
NIK-Donna Reed 
TNN-New Country 
9:00 p.m. 
3 , 2 5-Knots Landing 
1 0-News 
1 2-Mystery! 
WEIU-U .S.A.  Tonight 
CNN-News: Walker/Hart 
LIF-Movie: "The Washington 
Affair. " 
N IK-Rowan & Martin's Laugh· 
in 
TNN-Crook and C hase 
9:05 p.m. 
30-" Major Dundee . "  
9:30 p.m. 
1 0-News 
WEIU-News Scan 5 1  
CBN-Great American Out­
doors 
NIK-Monkees 
TNN-Video Country 
1 0:00 p.m. 
3, 7 , 2 5 , 2 6-News 
1 0-Honeymooners 
1 2-Doctor Who 
26-Tales from the Darkside 
WEIU-Sign Off 
CBN-Remington Steele 
CNN-Moneyline 
ESPN-Speedweek 
NIK-Ann Sothern 
TNN-You Can Be A Star 
· USA-Tennis 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-News 
3 , 2 5-MASH 
1 0-Magnum, P . I .  
1 2-Movie: "No Time for 
Comedy . "  
26-Nightline 
CNN-Sports 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Nashville Now 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7-Win ,  Lose or Draw 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Tonight 
3-Quincy 
2 5-Night Heat 
CBN-Burns and Allen 
CNN-News: Walker/Hart 
ESPN-Water-Ski ing 
LIF-Way Off Broadway 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
7-Nightline 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
1 0-Movie: "The Apartment. " 
CBN-Best of Groucho 
N IK-Car 54 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
7-Superior Court 
30-Movie: "Paratrooper. " 
Midnight 
2 , 2 7-Late Night with David 
Letterman 
3-Richard Roberts 
CBN-Jack Benny 
CNN-crossfire 
ESPN-surfer Maaazine 
· NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-New Country 
AC ROSS 
I Ice-crea m 
flavor 
65 Organic 
compound 
12 Lariat 
13 Like some t ree 
trunks 
38 Dickens 
character 
4 1  F rench 
6 Box 
10 I nj u ry 
1 4  "Oklaho m a ' "  
aunt 
1 5  Deli  offe ring 
16 State or river 
17 F righten 
18 Spoken 
19 N.Z .  parrots 
20 Weak 
22 Ingests 
2 3  Lincoln Ctr. 
attraction 
2 4  Welcome t ime 
for em ployees 
26 Motley c rowd 
30 Walk heavily 
3 2  Exhausted 
33 Target s  for 
some kickers · 
37 Suggestive 
look 
38 "Thoughtful" 
flower 
39 Boat ' s  central 
s t ructure 
40 Dai ly  dozen 
42 Room in a 
G reek temple 
43 Mehitabe l ' s  
companion 
44 A m bush 
45 Sea lskin boot 
48 M i sspeak 
49 Hi l ls ide dugout 
50 Helplessly ; 
inevitably 
57 Leon ine sound 
58 Certain 
savings accts 
59 A k a 
60 Den 
61 Moslem j udge 
62 " Beau -" :  
Wren book 
63 Indian meal '. 
64 Patel l a ' s  · 
Joni t i  on · ' 
DOWN 
I Denote 
2 E a rthenware 
pot 
3 Symbol of 
s i lence 
4 Basi l ,  e.g. 
5 A West Point 
graduate 
6 Young hog 
7 Beautician ' s  
specialty,  for 
short 
8 N a tive of 
Oman 
9 Rotund 
10 Chicanery 
II Jn the van 
2.1 Reade's " ­
Woffington " 
25 E lec. unit  
26 Respi ratory 
sound 
2 7  " Fa m i ly Ties" 
me mber 
28 Merriment 
29 Note of a robin 
or l a rk 
30 Rabbit  
3 1  G i r l  
33 Cut 
34 Vend 
35 Anatomical  
t i ssue 
36 Destroy 
vineyard 
42 S l aughter 
4 4  Twi sted 
45 T V  actress 
G ibbs 
46 W . W .  I menace 
4 7 Poisonous 
snake 
48 M iss Dinsmore 
5 1  Asian country 
52 Take on c a rgo 
53 S m a l l  land 
m a sses in the 
Seine 
54 I temize 
55 Recent · 
56 F rench river 
. . .  ' ;, , ·,,.· . · .· . A��-P�Q.� n fQr·an�vter.�· • •  '. .. .. 'H\ .. . · " .. . ;. 
• j • : .. � ( . .. ... ' • ., "' .. ,. +'i "'� ' � � '1., 1 • "• • • f 
Report errors lmmedletely et 581 -281 2. A correct ad 
appear In the next edition. UnleH notified, we c.nnot 
responslble for en Incorrect ad alter Its first In 
Deedllne 2 p.m. previous day. 
October 8, 1 
C2' Services Offered 
"MY SECRETARY" RESUME 
packages and typing services. 
Reasonable prices, excellent 
service. 903 1 8th. 345- 1 1 50 .  
9 a . m .  to 5 p . m .  
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
PROFESSIONAL R E S U M E  
PACKAGES : Quality papers, big 
selection. excellent service. 
PATTON QUIK PRINT, 820 
Lincoln ,  next to Super-K.  345-
633 1 . 
--:o-=-=:-:-:-:-:--=-=-=---_..,o C O P Y · X  2 0 7  L i n c o l n , 
Charleston, I I .  ( 2 1 7)345-63 1 3 . 
TYPESETTING RESUME 
SPECIALS. 
-==-c.,-- --�-1 0/1 6 
ATTENTION ALL LOY AL 
CUSTOMERS . . . Yes, Lana 
Arrivo is still doing hair. I am 
working at PAM'S SASSY 
SCISSORS, 820 W. Lincoln .  My 
phone is 348-7968 or 348· 
1 790.  Hope to see you all soon!  
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
C2' Help Wanted 
Earn extra money. Sell Avon.  
Call Pam at 359· 1 57 7  or Cheryl 
at 235-247 1 or Jan at 258-
8 1 1 5 . 
-.,...,.,,---....,-------00 
"HIRING!  Government jobs -
your area. $ 1 5 , 0 0 0  
$68,000. Call ( 6 0 2 )  838-8885. 
EXT. 3998". 
__________ 1 0/8 
C2' Rides/R iders 
We need a ride back to 
Eastern on Sunday ( 1 1 th) after 
5:00 p . m .  from a S. Subarb of 
Chicago. Sue 2442 or Darice 
3 2 5 2 .  
_________1 0/8 
C2' Room mates 
Desperately Seeking Female 
to sublease a beautiful, furnished 
efficiency. Low utilities, very 
cozy. A . S . A . P .  Call Becky 345· 
49 1 9 or Mary Beth 348-8606. 
________ 1 0/ 1 2 
C2' F.or Rent 
Dorm Size refrigerators and 
microwaves still available for 
rent, also vacuums $5 per day . 
348-7746.  
--,-,..,.--.,,..,.-,.,.,,..-.,....,,..,....,,.�9/00 
FURNISHED APARTMENT, 
SAVE $50. REDECORATED, 
NEAR FOOD-LAUNDRY . MEN. 
345-4846. 
__________1 0/9 
Need 1 or 2 people to 
sublease for spring semester. 
Big rooms $ 1 2 5 . 00 month . 
345-9 1 35 
_________ 1 0/f;I 
3 Single bedrooms for three 
men at $1 00-1 1 O.  Share utilities 
in large partly furnished comf. 
house. Corner of 4th & Madison .  
345·4 7 1 4 .  
_________ 1 0/1 3 
C2' For Rent 
STU D E N T  A P A R T M E NTS 
STILL AVAILABLE FOR ONE, 
TWO, OR FOUR PEOPLE . 
PRICE STARTING AS LOW AS 
$ 1 20 PER MON.TH EAC H .  
APARTMENT RENTALS 820 
LINCOLN, 348-7 7 4 6 .  
Female Roommate needed. 
Call 345-2363. Ask for Angela. 
_________ 1 019 
Available now and spring 
semester, 2 bedroom apart­
ments.. Phone 348· 7 7 46.  
C2' For Sa le 
1 983 V45 Honda Interceptor 
750cc. Excellent condition , new 
parts, runs great! $ 1 500 or best · 
offer. Must see! Call Tim 345-
5258. 
_________1 0/9 
C u stom Jackson/C harvel  
Strat. Excellent condition, In·  
credible price, need money. 
345·4428. 
_________ 1 0/9 
MILLER LITE NEON SIGN, 
new condition, inexpensive, 
must sell. 345-4428. 
_________ 1 0/8 
PEAVEY T-60 electric guitar. 
Excellent condition. Must go. 
$1 2 5  with hard case. Oarih 345-
1 398.  
[B"° Lost/Fou nd 
LOST: 3 month old Collie & 
Lab mix. Black with white and 
brown markings. Brown . collar. 
Answers to Shelby. Reward . 
Call 345-2076 or 345-7341 . 
_________1 0/8 
Lost: Reading glasses in red 
case.  Please call Chris. 348-
564 7 .  
__; ________ 1 0/8 
LOST SET of KEYS Has Two 
No. 1 for Key Chain'. ONE of 
E u ropean Spa t h e  other 
Charleston Trojans LOST Sun.  
Nile at  Park Place Apt. Phone 
no. 345·2453. 
_________1 0/8 
Lost: Plaid wallet lost near 
Marty's on 1 0/3. If found,  call 
5 8 1 -3534 . 
__________1 0/9 
Lost: Jean jacket lost on E . l . U .  
campus. Please call Jeff. 581 - ·  
2862.  Reward $$. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
LOST: Management Prins. 
book lost in  Ch. 1 20 .  If found 
call 5 8 1 -3378 or 355-4634 . 
________1 0/ 1 0 
Lost: Liz Claiborne purse lost 
in  Dvorak Concert Hall on Sun . ,  
Oct. 4 .  I f  you have any info. 
PLEASE call Gina at 581 ·2846. 
________1 0/ 1 2 
GOLD TONE CHAIN WITH 
CRUCIFIX LOST IN RUNNING 
TRAIL OR PRACTICE SOCCER 
FIELD: REWARD. 
________ 1 0/ 1 2 
Dorm Size re 
microwaves still 
rent, also vacuu 
348-7 746. 
OVERSEAS J 
yr. round.  Euro 
Australia, Asia. All 
2000 mo. Sigh 
info. Write IJC, 
Corona Del Mar, CA 
ANY MALES I 
becoming a 
NATIONALLY 
Cheerleading Sq 
88 season pie 
1 06 1 or 348-7545 
H A LLOWEEN 
RENT AL! 1 803 
p . m .  Sundays 
sdays. Huge 
345-26 1 7 . 
THANK GOD 
T . G . l . F . -EXCL 
TERTAINMENT 
ON. EVERY FRID� 
TOP OF ROC'S. 
T-SHIRT NIGHT. 2 
BE GIVEN AWAY. 
I N  F O R  $2.  
EVERYONE WE 
$3.00 ALL·U-CAN 
THIS FRIDAY 
ROC'S T . G . l . F. 
FIRST T-SHIRT 
SHIRTS TO BE G 
SHIRTS TO BE 
$2.00 WITH E 
ST AIRS. LADIES 
$2 .00 FROM 9·9: 
Pike. Little Sis 
pledges meeting 
union walkway. 
ASA Phoenix 
the hard work and 
soon going to pay 
everyone of us 
hearts and souls i 
ready for ACTIVA 
The Golden C 
Tanning Salon. 1 
345-7530. 
RUSH ASA, 
RUSH ASA, RUSH 
ASA, RUSH ASA. 
Campus clips 
Lobbying Committee is meeting tonight at 8:00 
in the U nion Walkway. A tuition increase wil l  affect 
everyone and we need student support to 
pressure state legislators into alloting more funds 
for higher education.  We need your voice. 
University Democrats is having a meeting today 
at 3 p . m . i n  the CH 205.  New members are en­
couraged to attend. 
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship is having 
their weekly meeting tonight at 7 :00 p . m .  in the 
U nion Gallery. Everyone is welcome. Please join 
us! 
Career Planning & Placement Center will hold 
Campus Interview Sign-Ups today at 8:00 a .m.  in 
the SSB Rm. 1 3 . Sign-up today for interviews with 
Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co. ; State Farm Ins.  
Co. M inority Internship; Comptroller of the 
Currency; American Office Equipment; McDonnell 
Douglas. 
Graphic Design Assoc. is having a meeting 
tonight at 6 :00 p .m.  
P h i  Gamma Nu wi l l  have a meeting today at 
5 :30 p . m .  in the Charleston-Mattoon rm . 
Student Accounting Society will have their 
picture taken Monday, Oct. 1 2  at 6 : 40 p .m.  in the 
Southeast stairs of Coleman Hal l .  Please be on 
time and dress i n  business attire. 
EIU Bicycle Club will have a meeting tonight at 
6 : 30 p .m.  in 1 38 McAfee. 
Residence Hell Association will have a meeting 
today at 5:00 p . m .  in Stevenson Hall · I l l inois 
Room. Early dinner at 4 : 2 0 .  Dress nice for 
yearbook pictures at 5 :00 p.m.  
BSU and Student Gov't is having a sweetest 
day carnation sale Oct 8 thru Oct. 1 4 . from 1 1  : 00 
until 3 · 00 in Coleman Hall and the Union. Delivery 
servf�� a?ailabJa,. • .  '.  . :'· ·> �> , ·. · · ;· . , 
IFC is having an I FC Social F 
6:30 in the Oakland Room of 
presidents and Social Chairmen 
others are welcome. 
Newman Catholic Community 
hayride tomarrow at 7 : 00 .  Meet at 
(9th and Lincoln) .  For more info 
3332.  Cost is $ 2 . 00 
TKE Little Slaters is meeting t 
Park Place 309.  Bring money 
Homecoming. 
Medical Technology is having 
program director today at 2 : 00 p.m. 
the Life Science Building. Represen 
Elizabeth 's Hospital in Belleville, 
Eastern on Thursday to talk to stud 
entering a medical technology 
medical technology students are 
attend. 
Campus Cl ips are published daily, 
as a public service to the campus. 
submitted to The Daily Eastern News 
one business day before date to b 
date of event) . Information should 
name of sponsoring organization, ( 
Greek letter abbreviations), date, · 
event, plus any other pertinent inf 
and phone number of submitter m 
Clips containing conflicting or 
formation will not be run if submi 
contacted. Clips will be edited for 
Clips submitted after noon of dea 
be guaranteed publication. No clipe 
by phone. Clips wll l  be run one 
event. · 
rsday ' scl . ,. d 
er S, 1987 asst le 
____ 1 0/8 
tz: Happy 20th 
e PERFECT 
fun working at 
eteria! Ha! Ha! 
day! Love Aim-
�Announcements 
Quick Cash-We Buy Gold 
Class Rings Sterl ing & Coins. 
The. Pawn Shop Downtown on 
Square. 348· 1 0 1 1 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
Glenn Stokes Davis- Just 
when things are looking really 
bleak, an idiot and her killer 
puppy stop by! I'm always 
around to cheer you up and give 
you a smile! Love. Snailer P.S.  
"What's Cookin"' .  . .  next week? 
_________1 0/8 
RUSH ASA, RUSH ASA, 
RUSH ASA, RUSH ASA, RUSH 
ASA, RUSH ASA. 
_________ 1 018 
Classified advertisements are a 
great way to show a friend you 
care. -
_________,h-00 
ASA Pledges: Lock-in is soon ! 
Get ready to have some fun ! !  
Love your sisters. 
_________ 1 018 
DAVE LEHRER, D.J .  AT 
TED'S, WANTS TO SEE YOU 
TONITE AT TED'S. 25¢ MILLER 
LITE NITE. 
_________ 1 018 
CAROL, MEET YOU AT TED'S 
TONITE. 25¢ MILLER LITE 
NITE. Doug. · 
_________1 018 
EAST MEETS , WEST BASH­
SAT. NIGHT TOP OF ROCS­
MANY PRIZES AND A T. V. WTIH 
VCR TO BE GIVEN AWAY-BE 
. THERE. 
_________ 1 018 
A L P H A  G A M S :  G E T  
PSYCHED FOR HOMECOMING 
- THE DELT$. 
_________ 1 018 
RICH HESTER: Happy bir­
thday, neighbor! Now that you're 
finally legal, we'll have to take 
pictures of you buying beer at 
White Hen!  Love, Amy, Col , & 
Ju les. 
_________ 1 0/R 
� Announcements 
LAMBDA CHls Who preformed 
the Midnight Chicken Serenade 
you've got great legs! Love the 
ALPHA GAMS. 
_________ 1 018 
DAGO QU EEN- WHAT-A 
HAPPENED TO MY-A CAN­
NOLLl'S EH? WE GOTI A GETI A 
TOGETHER AND A-CHOW-A! 
C IAO BELLA JC. 
_________ 1 018 
JOEL Y MONROE-I'm so glad 
you're my kiddo! Looking for­
ward to a great year. Love ya! 
Kelly. 
_________1 018 
TRI SIGMAS: Wish we could 
stay in 2087,  it was great. But 
since we're back, lets do it 
again .  Love, THE DELTS. 
_________1 018 
DELT FLOOR H O C K E Y : 
Congratulations on an unbeaten 
season, we are with you all the 
way. Your Delta brothers. 
_________1 018 
Lisa-I'm leaving the EIU News 
right now to buy some bcike sale 
cookies. I know they'll be great. 
- Jeff P .S.  Practice that serve. 
_________1 018 
SIG KAPS-Can't wait to party 
OLYMPIC STYLE with you 
tonight. The SIG Pis. 
_________ 1 018 
Jerry's Pub! Jerry's Pub! 
Jerry's Pub! Jerry's Pub! Well 
Drinks $ 1 .00! 
_________1 018 
.ALPHA GAMS DO YOU 
KNOW WHO YOUR DATE IS? IF 
NOT GET ONE FAST FOR THE 
BIGGEST ROCKIN BLAST ! !  
_________1 018 
LAURA KLEN-Can't  wait to 
party with you tonight! I 'm so 
happy to be your mom! Sig Kap 
Love-??? 
_________1 018 
JEAN KADANSKY: Tonight's 
the night ! !  
_________ 1 018 
ads 
�Announcements 
MaryAnn F i lpovi c h :  Even 
though I don't see you often, 
you're the best Big Sis I could 
ask for! J i l l .  
_________1 018 
To the Kissing Bandit Jenny 
DeAnne, let's do coolers at Ike's! 
Love ya, HL.  
_________ 1 018 
DENISE FRANCO : Get thrown 
into any doors lately at Jerry's? 
Your sis J i l l .  
_________ 1 018 
Live Jazz . ton i g h t  E . L . 
Krackers Restaurant side. 9:30 
p . m .  
_________1 018 
KERRI DEFRANZA- Happy 
1 9th! I bet you thought I would 
forget, but how could I? Have a 
great day! Love, Laura S. P .S.  
Let's a l l  go out  Friday. 
_________ 1 018 
C j o n g r a t u l a t i o n s  K R I S  
DASSINGER, . Ms. BUSINESS 
EXECUTIVE ! Your little brother 
is proud of you ! !  
_________1 018 
Kerri DeFranza, Happy 1 9th 
B irthday! Prepare yourself. 
Love, Your Roomie. 
_________ 1 018 
ASAs: What's only 45 days 
away? - ACTIVATION ! ! !  GET 
PSYCHED ! !  
_________ 1 018 
SIG KAPS-MOMS NIGHT is 
here ! !  Let's have a great 
time-We love our BABIES ! !  
_________ 1 0/8 
RICH AND MURPH: Thanks 
for the party, You guys are the 
BEST! Love , T H E  BABY 
SNAKES. 
_________ 1 018 
SURPRISE ! We hope you had 
a great t ime last n i g h t ,  
OMICRONS! W e  sure d i d !  Love, 
your AST Moms. 
1 0/8 
BLOOM COUNTY 
N T H E  SQUARE 
W OPEN 7 a.m. M-F 
Gourmet Coffees & Teas 
ome baked muffins & rolls 
• Perfect atmosphere for 
studying & conversation 
IM 
AMAZ�(l ... 
I 
� J€5S!C/I. HflHN M/0€ _:· 
""PrX/C€WCWl£N (!N{}l(€55€l7..� 
"171€ &!Rl.5 OF 
Nfl511 :. 
\ 
Report error• lmmedlately at 581 -281 2. A correct ad wlll 
appear In the next edition. Unln1 notified, we cannot be 
re1pon1lble for an Incorrect ad after lt1 flrat lnaertfon. 
Deadline 2 p.m. prevlou1 day. 
1 1 
�Announcements Puzzle Answers 
WENDY WILLEY- I'm so Ill 0 C H A l s p A A I H A A I 
happy Iha.I you're my mom! I 'm E L  L E A l H E A  H I ( A L  A A 1 •  O R  A L  I It E A !  really looking forward to this N A  M B  y I A II 8 y I E A T I  
year! Love, YOUR SMALL FRY. - 111 E 1 P A y D ' y 
1 0/8 I A � l A G  ' "  
LAMBDA C HIS-We are really A L  L I N- A L  p ll ! 1 I 
p s y c h e d  a b o u t  g o i n g  LIE E A I p A N s y • K E E L  I X E A I I S E S• C E  L L A Homecoming with you guys. - A R  I �  H ,. W A  y L A y 
Lets keep u p  the WINNING I U It L U K- E R  R --
tradition : Love-The Women of A 8 R I I Ill I L L y  N I L L Y 
Sigma Kappa. R 0 A R I I R A  S I A L  I A S  L A  I R I C A D I I G E  S T E  1 0/8 A T  T A  I I( N E E l  E S T E R  
" DO-IT-YOUR�ELF" 
C LASSIFIED AD FORM 
Name 
Phone -
Address 
-
I 
Under classification of: 
Dates to run 
COST: 20 cents per word first day, 1 4  cents per word each 
consecutive day thereafter (minimum 1 0  words) .  Student rate 
half price-ad MUST be paid for in advance. PLEASE: no 
checks for amounts less than $ 1 .  00. Lost and Found ads are 
run FREE for three days. 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in  News box in 
Union by 2 p.m. one business day before it Is to run. The 
News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered l ibelous 
or in  poor taste. 
Student? (Student rate Y. price) 
D YES O NO 
Payment: 0 CASH 0 CHECK 
by Berke Breathed 
..-���������-. 
.JACK! TIRCI/ CF 7H05C RJ.JMJRS 
AeCX/T CAUFOffl!A r lET M& PUT 
meM 70 R.-R-R/5T! PAT! UIANT" 
M& 70 513T TWR Mlt.ITARY 
/i!EaJR/? STRAIGHT? 
Ir's bNlY fi41R, 
FIJ.IR. ! 
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Let your sweethearts know you love them with a S weetest Day Personal 
Ads wil l  appear Friday, October 1 6  in The Dai ly Eastern News 
DEADLIN E :  MON DAY, OCTO B E R  1 2  - 2 :00 PM · 
20¢ A WORD, 
1 0  WOR D  M I N I M U M  D Black & Wh ite Art $ 1  extra (CHECK ONE BOX ONLY) 
Phone 
D Red Art $2 extra 
A. 
1 2  The dait 
1 1  ' N i n ers brea k 
. ra n ks w it h  u n io n  
- B lackhawks loo k ah ead 
By the Associated Press 
Eleven San Francisco 49ers, 
led by quarterback Joe 
Montana, broke ranks with 
striking NFL players Wed­
nesday and reported back to 
their team , sending the 
number of returning regulars 
in the league over the 100-
mark. 
The NFL Management 
Council had set a 1 p .m.  
deadline for returning players 
who wished to recieve a 
paycheck this week . And 
several key players decided 
Wednesday against missing a 
third consecutive payday. 
About 90 players, including 
quarterback Danny White , 
running back Tony Dorsett , 
and defensive tackle Randy 
White of the Dallas Cowboys, 
quarterback Gary Hogeboom of 
the Indianapolis Colts and 
defensive end Mark Gastineau 
. of the New York Jets, along 
with several players on injured 
reserve, had reported during 
the first two weeks of the 
strike . 
The number swelled Wed-
nesday, with more than 25 
returning. 
The defections from the 
striking 49ers began Tuesday 
night wit the return of veteran 
tight end Russ Francis . It 
accelerated with Montana, 
wide reciever Dwight Clark, 
running backs Roger Craig, Joe 
Cribbs and Harry Sydney, 
. cornerback Eric Wrigh t ,  
defensive end Dwaine Board, 
linebackers George Cooper and 
Jeff Fuller, tight end Ron 
Heller and defensive lineman 
Pete Kugler reporting to camp 
at Redwood City, Calif. ·  
Keith Fahnhorst, the 49ers 
player representative ;  _said the 
defections would cause team 
devisiveness. 
But Coach Bill Walsh said he 
would not intervene with the 
players coming back like he did 
last week. 
Among the other players 
returning Wednesday were 
placekicker Tony Franklin and 
running back . Elgin Davis of 
the New England Patriots;  
cornerback Lester Hayes of the 
Los Angeles Raiders . 
. CHICAGO (AP)-A long­
overdue shiikeup of the 
Chicago Blackhawks has 
both players and fans op­
timistic about their hockey 
team's chances after several . 
years of mediocrity. 
The new faces begin with 
Coach Bob Murdoch, who 
replaced Bob Pulford, still 
the team's general manager. 
On the ice, goalie Bob 
Maso n ,  wingers Duane 
Sutter, Rick Vaive and Steve 
Thomas, and def enseman 
Bob McGill are now in 
Blackhawk uniforms. 
Brian Noonan , David 
Mackey, Dan Vincelette, 
Everett Sanipass , Jim 
Playfair and Darren Pang are 
the promising rookies. 
"It's like a totally new 
team," says defenseman 
Doug Wilson. 
The Blackhawks were 4-1-4 
in exhibition play and hope 
to carry over that winning 
way when they open the 
1987-88 season Thursday 
night at Chicago Stadium 
against the Toronto Maple 
Leafs .  
"I like the fact that we're 
having some success," says 
Murdoch. 
"The guys are pretty keen 
right now. They seem to be 
enjoying it, and that's what 
we want."  • 
L a s t  s e a s o n , t h e  
Blackhawks finished the 
regular season in third place 
in the National Hockey 
League's Norris Division, 
with a 29-37-14 record, and 
were swept in four games by 
the Detroit :{ted Wings in the 
first-round of the Stanley 
Cup Playoffs . They also were 
swept in the first-round by 
Toronto a year earlier. 
Murdoch, in his first head 
coaching job in the NHL 
after five years as an 
assistant under Bob Johnson 
with the Calgary Flames, 
doesn't think a complete 
house-cleaning is needed for 
Chicago, citing the Winnipeg 
Jets. They turned around 
last season with only a few 
changes. 
"They didn't panic , "  
Murdoch says. 
The Blackhawks didn't 
either-not yet. 
What they did is trade Al 
· F R O M TH E VOI CES, D O WN TO THE I R  B EA TL E B O O TS, YO U'L L 
TH I N K  YO U ' R E  SEE ING JOHN, PA UL, G EO R G E  & R I NG O !  
-I F  YO U M ISS THE B EA TL ES . . .  DON'T M ISS 
\\ ,, 
• • •  
Saturday 
October 1 0  
8:00 P.M. 
Secord and Ed Olczyk 
Toronto for Vaive, Tho 
and McGill . 
They also obtained Su 
who had played on four 
York Islander Stanley 
teams. Duane joins 
brother, Darryl, a fo 
Hawk who is now 
assistant under Murdoch. 
Mason is a $1 million 
agent from the Washin 
Capitals, where he had a 3 
goals-allowed average 
year. 
Veteran Behn Wil 
returns after a back inj 
kept him sidelined all of 
1986-87 campaign. 
And, three Blac 
stars-Denis Savard, 
Murray and Doug Wilso 
hope to rebound from m 
lackluster years. 
· 
There's lack of depth 
goaltending and at cen 
Murdoch- must find 
way to reduce the defe 
soarillg goals-against 
"Ver the years, while ge 
more punch in Chi 
power play attack: And, 
Blackhawks must learn 
to win on the road again. 
Tickets 
Available 
at Union 
Box Office 
1 1  :00-3:00 M-F 
Also Mr. Music 
in Mattoon 
McAfee Gym 
Tickets: 
$6.00 Gen. Public 
$3.00 Students w / ID 
· & Charleston 
Mazuma Records 
Charleston 
. . .  as TltE BEATLES 
Zi p u p  yo u r  _C u rrent Eve nts g rad e . 
R.ead Th e Dai ly Easter·n News 
• • 
Jtero .New,£. Th u rsday 0ct o b e r 8 ,  1 98 7  . 1 3 
k ,  Leon a rd lead G iants 
·O s h uto ut of· Ca rd i n a·1 s 
UIS (AP)-Dave . 
·tclied a two-hitter 
k and Jeffery 
ered Wednesday 
Francisco Giants 
e p<>wer and shut 
ws Cardinals 5-0, 
National League 'p Series at one 
did not allow a 
second base and 
• e up a it · after 
's single in the 
Lindeman singled 
for the Cardinals' 
managed to avoid 
'te leadoff walks in 
. Those were his 
and he struck out 
-of-seven series ,  
been billed as  a 
-speed matchup, 
dlestick Park for 
'three games.  Atlee 
is scheduled to 
e Giants in Game 3 
t with either Danny 
missed the opener 
stiff neck, or Joe 
g for St. Louis . 
ts, who outhomered 
20[ "4 during the 
n, seized control 
s two-run homer in 
·against John Tudor. 
ost lost the home run · 
eame within a stride 
Candy Maldonado 
home r e d  t o  
way center field 
the fourth for the 
'ght day. Leonard, 
,000 bonus clause in 
for being the Most 
Player in the 
'p Series, also had 
and is 5-for-8 in the 
love shortstop Ozzie 
Jose Uribe's bases­
under go through his 
two outs in the 
e two-run error put 
out of reach. 
ts again throttled 
speed with a brilliant 
Tony Pena was at 
no outs in the third 
batting in a sacrifice 
But Dravecky pit­
.an an 0-1 count with 
· g, and catcher Bob 
ught him stealing. I 
cisco led the major 
throwing out would­
ers, and its only 
Tuesday night in a 5-3 
t Vince Coleman. 
, the fastest team 
, stole 248 bases this 
t are O-for-2 against 
the record attendance set for 
the playoff opener, was taken 
out of the game early. 
Maldonado led off the second 
with a single and one tmt later 
Clark hit a 1 -0 pitch on a high 
arc to right field. Maldonado 
was not sure it would clear the 
fence and was retreating 
toward first base and watching 
the ball . Clark was also looking 
at hl.s hit and came within one 
step of going past Maldonado 
before suddenly stopping. 
If Clark had passed 
Maldonado, Clark would had 
been out and credited with a 
single and Maldonado would 
have scored. 
Clark had been 1-for-16 at 
Busch Stadium this season and 
the home run was the first 
allowed by Tudor in 24 1/3 
innings. Giants Manager Roger 
Craig had dropped the left­
handed · Clark, who hit 35 
homers, to the sixth spot 
against Tudor, a left-hander, 
even though Clark has hit 
better against left-handers in 
his major-league career. 
In the fourth, Leonard 
provided a repeat performance. · 
Again he sent a 0-1 pitch on a 
line into the stands in 
straightaway center field, and 
again he pointed toward his 
father sitting behind home 
plate as he trotted down the 
third-base line. 
Dravecky's lone problem 
came in the fourth when he 
issued a leadoff walk to Smith, 
and Herr followed with a sharp 
single to center. But the left­
handed Dravecky worked 
around the trouble, retiring 
switch-hitting Terry Pendleton 
and Willie McGee on fly balls 
and then getting Lindeman the 
same way. 
With the score 3-0, the 
C a r d i n a l s  t e m p o r a r i l y  
prevented the game from 
getting out of hand in the fifth 
with their own pitchout. Uribe 
led off with a pop-fly double 
and took third on Dravecky's 
sacrifice bunt. With Robby 
Thompson batting ,  Tudor 
pitched out on the first pitch 
and Uribe was easily tagged 
out trying to score on a foiled 
suicide squeeze. 
M i n n esota beats 
Detro it  i n  ALCS 
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)­
Don Baylor singled to break 
an eighth-inning tie and 
Gary Gaetti homered in his 
first two playoff at-bats as 
the Minnesota Twins drew 
on both youth and ex­
perience to beat the Detroit 
Tigers 8-5 Wednesday night 
in the opening game of the 
American League playoffs. 
The victory was the first 
ever in a playoff series for 
the Twins, who were swept 
by Baltimore in their only 
two appearances in 1969 
and 1970. 
Game 2 will be at the 
Metrodome Thursday night 
with Detroit's Jack Morris ,  
18-1 1 ,  facng Bert Blyleven, 
15-12.  
The Twins scored four 
runs in the eighth when the 
37-year-old Baylor came to 
bat against reliever Willie 
Hernandez ·with the bases 
loaded and one out. Baylor, 
one of only five Twins with 
post.season experience.- lined 
a single to left for the run 
that put the Twins ahead to 
stay and made a winner of 
reliever Jeff Reardon, who 
had replaced starter Frank 
Viola in the top of the in­
ning. 
The hit extended Baylor's 
record of consective playoff 
games with a hit to 1 1 .  
Gaetti hit solo homers in 
the second and in Min­
nesota's three-run fifth, 
becoming the first player 
ever to hit homers in his 
first two Al playoff at-bats. 
Alexander came into the 
game wth a 9-0 regular­
season record with Detroit, 
but in one previous World 
Series and two playoffs, he 
was 0-3 with a 7 .65 ERA. 
Dan Gladden started the 
Minnesota eighth with a 
single. One out later Kirby 
Puckett doubled to left 
scoring Gladden and chasing 
Alexander. Mike Henneman 
followed with a walk to 
Gaetti and that brought on 
Hernandez. 
Baylor, hitting for Randy 
Bush, singled for the tie­
.breaking run and Tom 
Brunansky followed wth a 
double to left to score two 
more runs. 
Tigers Manager Sparky 
Anderson was denied his 
r e c o r d - e q u a l i n g  1 0 th 
consective playoff victory 
dating back to 1975 and '76 
Cincitmati teams. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - I 
F�r the latest in news, 
sports, local a·nd area 
' "' ' 
coverage, count on 
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LATE NIGHT 
SPECIA�L 
99¢ RLiCES , 
1 I 6 of a large Pizza 
INSIDE STORE OFFER 
1600 Lincoln Ave. 345-3400 
The blues buster. 
5' .nd the FTD 
r--==-f I-"--""-- ' ick-Me-Up® 
l-'------'="""?.E"'--""'-----1--1 Bouquet. 
Th is week 
Special $ 1 5 . oo 
Noble 
Flower 345-7007 
Shop (503 Jefferson) 
1 Buy One Big Classic, I 
1 Get One Free . 
The Men of 
Delta Tau Delta 
would l ike to c9ngatu late 
their new: actives 
. · - A� 
Da� Barre� -
-  . 
Brian B�r 
Dave Bums�. t 
Mark Catalanelld 
Rick Dami ' • /I 
Scott Ec�rty 
Mark 1hfut;>e� 
Mike t:.:etteritz 
Ri�k Lo.ve�mp , _,Q<v'/1 
Mike Lowry , · t�, 
Jim Prusak ,. IA 
Jamie Yates 
Rich Zoller 
. , 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0 000 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 000 0000 
1 4  
Fres h m e n s pa rk Pa nth�rs to victory 
ay MIKE FITZGERALD 
Staff writer · 
It's unusual · for . freshmen 
recruits to step in and have a 
strong impact on a team that 
has a lot of experienced players 
.. returning, buL that's .. . not . the 
case for Eastern's volleyball 
. team. 
Diane Kruto, Deanna Lund, 
· Cindy Geib and Kelly Stover 
. have all made their impact felt 
on the Panther's 1 1-3 squad. 
"We knew they had good 
skills , and that they came out 
of good high school and club 
ball · programs," said coach 
Betty Ralston. "They have had 
an awful lot of playing ex­
perience and are doing a great 
job for us . "  
Kruto · and Lund have made 
the most noise of the four as 
both earned starting positions 
in fall practice-Kruto as an · 
outside hitter and Lund as a 
middle-hitter. 
Kruto leads the team in 
service aces with 19 and is 
third on the team with 122 
digs. Lund is  third on the team 
in blocks per game with a 0 .76 
average . 
Despite · being named the 
Chicago Public League's Most 
Valuable Player a year ago , 
Kruto, a product of Lane Tech 
High School in Chicago , did not 
expect to start . 
Lurid, a product of of Rolling 
Meadows High School , also did · 
not expect to be thrust into the 
starting lineup so early in her 
collegiate career. 
"I really didn't think coming 
in . that I was going to be 
starting," Lu'.!lil s�id . 
F R E E  F O O D  
the time spent on- volleyball at 
Eastern is comparable to the 
time they spent on it in high 
school. 
Although the impact they 
have made has been good, they 
.. - - - readily. admit.that they have a 
· lot to work on. · 
"I have to get quicker and 
become ·a smarter player," 
Stover said . 
· 
Geib said .that she had to 
improve a lot on everything 
because of her inexpetience . 
.._ . 
''l make a lot of. little errors 
that the rest of them have 
already learned to correct 
because. of their experience. ," z0 \�\ Geib said. � 
While Geib has to work on 8 
certain facets of' the game, 
Kruto, who hammers the ball, 
said that she wants to become a 
petter player defensively. 
Oian e . Kruto Deanna Lund 
Geib , a non-scholarship setter out_ of Riverside­
player' from Libertyville ,  h�d · Brookfield High School. Better 
to fight her way onto the team happens to be the one position 
in fall practice ,  and, despite the Panthers are loaded at with 
not having as much experience ,senior Jeanne Pacione and 
as her teammates, has Il!.ade sophomore Donna Sicher. 
her contribution as well . And so, Stover, who set a 
"She didn't have club ball state record last fall with 367 
experience, but she. had size, consecutive serves without an 
agility and a good attitude and error, must bide her time until 
learned very quickly ," Ralston the opportunity presents itself. 
said . "I've just got to remember 
"Her natural athletic ability . ' that it's a team ·game, and help 
allowed her to come in and pick · out the team any way I can," 
up things quickly and do a good Stover said . 
job ."  All four agree that the main ' Because she is a non- difference between the high 
scholarship player, Geib has school version of -the game and 
had to . work that much harder the college ve�sion is the faster 
in practice and during games. pace of the game. 
"I had to work hard Lund and Kruto said the 
especially in the beginning- of . biggest adjustment that they 
the season , but I fit in pretty had to make to college life was 
well now," Geib said . using their spare time welt 
· Stover was recruited as a Stover and Geib think that 
. R GRERT  T l ffi E  
"I'm playing a different 
defensive position and I want 
to get better at that and I have 
to work on my hitting," Kruto 
said. 
· 
With the start of the 
Gateway. Conference · · season 
only eight days away, the 
Panthers - will be / working 
harder in next week's practices 
to improve upon their 2-7 
league record of a year ago. 
"My goal is to · remain a 
starter and work as hard as I 
can to help the team," Lund 
said. 
· 
If .the Panther rookies 
continue to show the effort 
they've shown so far, Eastern 
will more than likely c<mtinue 
its winning ways well into the 
conference season. 
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:UleJ Beer 
� . . . 
2-5 p .m . in th e Sou th Quad 
R a in Sponsored by 
L o e  a t i  o n : 
ffi c 8 f e e  Gym · 
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E I U  Panthers vs . WI U Leatherneck 
O' Brien Stad i u m  
6 :30 p . m .  
' 
Oct. 1 0  
Bash Fo l lowing Ga.m 
}op of Roes 
al l you can d rink 
$5 . 00 at door 
$4 . 00 
· PRE-PA ID  
a .News Th ursday October: 8 ,  1 9 8 7  
ent seat i n g e n l a rg ed 
r id g a m es at 0 '  Bri e n  
B 
to increased 
attendance at 
home football 
athletic depart-
enlarged the 
ting section at 
·um beginning 
en the Panthers 
Illinois. 
'on came as a 
t of a record 
t ticket sales at 
9 Eastern-Illinois 
West Sta n d s - O ' Brie n Sta d i u m  
C D E 
Reserved Seati n g  
I 
Prese t Stud�nt  eat ing 
%\[fat -New Student Seating 
student turnout and it has 
carried over to this season," 
Schmidt said. 
Schmidt estimated last 
year's largest student ticket 
sale at "approximately 
3 ,000." 
The new student seating 
will be loca�d in sections A, 
F and G at the ends of the 
west stands at O'Brien, 
Schmidt said. 
The new seats will be 
unreserved and will be sold 
for 50 cents exclusively to 
Eastern students. 
Those seats will sup­
plement the current student 
section which extends 
through the first 10 rows 
across the entire length of 
O'Brien's west stands. 
The additional seating 
increases the student section 
to 3 ,840. Previously only 
1 ,900 student seats were 
available. 
Total seating capacity at 
O'Brien is 10,000. 
''We are pleased with the 
response of the students and 
we hope it continues,"  
Schmidt said. ''We want 
students to know that they 
can sit in those sections 
without being moved." 
Students wishing to sit in 
reserved areas of sections B, 
C,  · D, and E must pay the 
regular $7 ticket price. 
Schmidt said that a factor 
in the decision was the 
wandering of students into 
reserved sections in search of 
seats . 
way offered n etworks 
n at ive to scab gam es 
·ences. 
the networks 
they needed 
amming, that 
more than happy 
te them, and we 
ponse," said Jim 
the Gateway's 
Patty Viverito 
assistant commissioner. 
"In 1982 , they had college 
- games replacing the NFL 
games on Sunday, so Patty 
Viverito (the Gateway com­
missioner) and I sat down and 
decided to contact them to see 
if they were going to do the 
same thing." 
NBC . spokesperson Jim 
Mortonsen said that the 
network would. reject the plan 
because it only telecasts post­
season bowl games. 
''We haven't decided if we 
will continue to telecast the 
games if the strike continues," 
he said. ''The overnight ratings 
(for Sunday's games) were as 
well as could be expected." 
ABC and CBS could not be 
reached for comment. 
Meanwhile, ESPN has . not 
yet been effected by the strike 
because it has not started its 
NFL Sunday night broadcasts. 
The Gateway was able to 
make the offer because of the 
proximity and size of its 
member schools. 
"The possibility of being able 
to move a game because of 
logisitics," Sheehan said. "It's 
easier to inconvenience 10,000 
to 15 ,000 people than 80,000 
to 90,000 (fans that turn out 
for games at bigger schools). 
"And we sincerely believe we 
display a good brand of 
football , and we certainly are 
entertaining." 
Sheehan added that the 
Gateway schools were very 
much in favor of the plan. 
"(There) was no question 
about it on anybody's part," 
Sheehan . said. 
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Pa n th ers b l ast So u t h ern I n d i a n � . by 8-0  co 
By BRENT FEENEY 
Staff writer 
Eastern's soccer team went 
into Evansville , Ind . on 
Wednesday afternoon ex­
pecting a tough game against 
Southern Indiana. 
It was a tough game, all 
right-if you were a Southern 
Indiana supporter.  
That's because the Panthers 
got a goal and three assists 
from freshman Erik Proffit 
and two goals and an assist 
from senior stopperback John 
G l e n d i n n i n g  i n  a 8 - 0  
whitewash of the Eagles. _ .  
Needless to say, Eastern 
coach Cizp Mosnia was very 
happy after the match. 
"I'm really happy -with our 
effort," said the fourth-ye_ar 
coach . "We played very well 
today and got to play everyone 
on our roster. Both our goalies 
(senior Mark Simpson and 
sophomore Mike Barclay) each 
played a half and weren't really 
tested. It was an outstanding 
effort. "  
. What really pleased Mosnia 
was the fact that three of the 
goals came off of head balls . 
"We're not a very tall team," 
Mosnia said . "Being able to 
score on those head balls was 
really good. It's a good in­
dication that we can be 
dangerous scoring with our 
heads as well as our feet." 
Sophomore forward David 
Kompare opened the scoring 
early, when junior defender 
Brian Henn found him with a 
crossing pass off a free kick. 
Kompare went up and headed 
the ball in at 10:30 to give the 
Panthers a 1-0 lead. 
Proffit then picked up his 
first assist at 2 1 :09 when he 
picked up the ball and crossed 
to freshman forward LeBaron 
Hollimon, who sent a diving 
header past the Eagle 
goaltender to increase the 
margin to 2-0 .  
"That was a really beautiful 
Assistant soccer coach Guy Cal l ipari goes through a ball control 
drill with two of the soccer Panthers during a recent training 
goal to see ," Mosnia said . However, the ball took a dive 
The third Panther goal came and snuck in under the bar at 
.at 23 :3 1 ,  when Proffit sent a 33:08, giving Eastern a 4-0 
pass to junior forward Bill lead at halftime. 
Trager. Trager lined up his The kickers kept the fires 
shot and sent a blast into the going at 51 :59, when Henn 
back of the net, making .the passed the ball off to Glen­
scor-e 3-0 in favor of the _ dinning, who took a shot. The 
kickers .· ball was deflected in front and 
Sophomore forward Garry got past the goalie for a 5-0 
Laidlaw then picked up his lead. 
team-leading ninth goal of the Freshman forward Rob 
campaign when Proffit sent Hartman began the sixth goal 
the ball Laidlaw's way . when he picked up the ball and 
Laidlaw, at a bad angle , kicked sent it over to Trager, who got 
a floater that looked like it was his head on the ball and sent it 
going to go over the crossbar. • past the 'keeper at 63:28. 
session . The Panthers defeated Southern Indiana 8-0 
nesday and return home Sunday afternoon against Nort 
Prof fit then scored his first 
college goal at 68:54, when he 
got a feed from Glendinning 
and flicked it into the net for a 
7-0 Panther lead. 
The final goal came at 88 
minute s ,  when freshman 
forward Mario Mihalic was 
tripped in the penalty area. 
Glendinning took the sub­
sequent penalty kick, and made 
no mistake in giving the 
Panthers their final goal of the 
day. 
Next up for Eastern is a 
home match Sunday afternoon 
against Northwestern, and 
Mosnia is looking fo 
''We're really loo 
ward to playing at h 
first time in awhile, 
said. ''There's not · 
pressure right now, 
a 'must win' game for 
That game, which 
six-game home stand 
Lakeside Field at 
Following that, 
host Wright State o 
Ohio on Oct. 14. The 
is 3 p.m. Western 
comes calling · in an 
AMCU-8 match up 
with a 2 p.m. kickoff. 
Dram a wi l l  prev�i l i n  Eastern -Western g ri d  wa 
This is it. The game o f  the 
year. 
It goes without saying that 
Saturday's football game 
between Western and Eastern 
will be the biggest game of the 
year for both teams. 
But the "Battle at O'Brien," 
''War between the Wheat 
Fields," or whatever you want 
to call it, will not go by without 
dramatics. 
. �  And for the first time in 
years, Western will come in as 
the favorite . 
B a rry 
B o tt i n o 
Two years ago, Western, who finished the season at 
5-5 , came into O'Brien and stunned the power-packed 
Eastern offense with a 34-20 triumph. 
The Leathernecks, who finished a mediocre 6-5 last 
year, are ranked 14th in this week's NCAA I-AA 
football poll and now have the Gateway conference's 
most prolific passer on their side-junior Paul Singer. 
"The Singer Throwing Machine", as he has been 
dubbed by the Leatherneck sports information 
department, tossed four touchdown passes last week 
in a 3 1-22 win over Illinois State , and leads Division I­
AA quarterbacks with _ 16 touchdown passes this 
season. 
But the Eastern defense has slowed good quar­
terbacks before. 
San Diego State's Mike Perez was picked off three 
times by the Panther secondary in the 24-3 Eastern 
loss in San Jose , Calif. and was even forced to the 
sidelines when junior defensive lineman Jeff Rolson's 
helmet introduced itself to Perez's chin . 
The following week, Northeast Missouri's Jeff 
Heidmann, who finished ninth in Divisio 
offense category in 1986 with 2 ,378 
p�essured into two interceptions in the 16-
wm. 
But with Singer and the Leathernecks, 
defense has been thrown a new wrinkle. 
The previous run-oriented Western lliin 
have an exceptional quarterback, and h 
Bruce Craddock now has a "Pa�ing G 
dinator" in Gary CroWton·, who has been 
of Brigham Young University's foot 
otherwise known as "Quarterback U." 
Eastern coach Bob Spoo has called W 
most potent team we've played this year." 
And if Spoo is correct, then the Eastern 
have to dilute Western's potent offense 
thread out of ''The 1987 Singer Throwing 
League Championship Series ' results On the field and in the· stands 
Coverage of the Cardinals 5-0 shutout loss to the Giants , as well as the 
Tigers-Twi ns battle in  M inneapolis .  See page 1 3. 
Eastern moves to increase student seating capacity . Also , an i nteresti 
from the Gateway Conference to the three major networks. 
